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AHcfu Coograisau
41-Year-OldBachelor

Sckcdaltd to Speak
Holland Resident

Questioned Alter

Tooifkt at Oreruel

~

GRAND HAVEN

Fov Hazes

(Special)'
Several persons were put on probation, one failed to appear and
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith

Hep.

Oar* K. Hoffman

Eack

Fin, Breaks Today
lam-

A

boated Hie DemocraticadoBnlatra-

41-yMT-oH Hudsonville

nan

tk» Monday night lor kttfcg

. dismissed an appeal in a full
morning of dispositionsIn Circuit
Court today.
Judge Smith dismissed the appeal of John Lemmen, 34, Holland, who pleaded not guilty Sept.
18 on an appeal from a conviction
in Justice C. C. Wood’s court Sept.
4, the day he paid $35 fine and
$4.30 costs on a charge of embez-

Oommuntota aeep into tha innerour government and undermine our bask belief*k God
and democracy.
Die Allegan congressmanspoke
at a spirited Laketown township
Republicanrally at the township

ed tour

hall

aS?"1

He urged a "clean sweep in November to throw out the Democratic administration and put a
Republican administration in its
place.” Hoffman added that

zling less than $50.

The alleged offense about May
S involved a milk can containing
91 gallons of cream valued at $5
taken while v/orking for Gary
Smith at Elmwood Dairy Corp. in
Holland township. The appeal
was dismissed on motion of Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles on the
grounds that after a person has
paid his fine and costs after a

"Stevenaon would Inherit the cloak

—

of the old pros
Truman and
Acheson— and the Truman advisors and supporters would remain
in positions of trust.”
He also urged thq defeat of Sen.
Blair Moody whom he labeled “a
left-wing columnistback in 1942
who accused us all of advocating
the Hitler line of Nazism.”
From his personal experiences
and from records he knew to be
true, the speaker showed how
“shot through" with communion
the present administrationin
Washington Is and pointed out
that the Democratic standard
bearers, as demonstratedby their
attitudes and associations,were
in no position to dean up the sit-

plea of guilty, he cannot appeal.

Arnold Holcomb, 26, Grand
Rapids, failed to appear for dispositionof his charge of guilty to
non-support of his wife and three
children. Since it was the third
time he failed to appear after beNecaeaary repairs to damaged eldewalke throughing instructed and ordered to do
out the city is progressingsatisfactorily,City
so, the court ordered a warrant to
Manager Harold C. McCIIntockaaid today. All
be served on him by Friday noon
walks should be In good repair before cold weafor contempt of court if he fails
ther halte work, he said. The area between Fourth
to appear later today. The motion
and 13th Sta., east of Central Ave. has been taken
was made by Prosecutor Miles.
care of and the moet hazardous spots south of
Arthur Eding, 36, of 28 West
13th 8t and east of Central Ave. alto have been
First St., Holland, who pleaded
guilty Oct. 13 to a charge of larceny from a building involving a
10-gallon can of milk from the
Henry Bazaan bam in Olive township, was placed on probation two
years and ordered to make restitution of the loss. He must pay
$5 a month oversightfees. Further
conditions of his probation are no
drinking and ho frequentingof
places where intoxicants are sold.
Tom Albert Wilson, 29, route 2,
Spring Lake, who pleaded guilty GRAND HAVEN (Special)'
Oct. 13 to a charge of drunk driv- Daniel Fred Chambers, 39, who
ing, second offense,was placed on came to this area about two
probation for a year with in- months ago to live with his
structionsto pay $100 costs, $6 a nephew, Clifton Chambers, died in
month oversight fees and surrend- Municipal hospital Tuesday eveer his operator’slicense for
ning shortly after he was found
year.
lying unconsciousat the Clifton

still mi
^

* >’
repaired. Although thero
w bs
are repairs to
made, In various sections of the city, we’re trying
to get the bsd ones tsken care of first, he said.
Above right, McCIIntock polnta to tree roots which
grew out under the sidewalk In front of Holland
hospitalmaking it neceaaary to replace the entlro
section. Looking on (left to right). art City amployss Henry ftlager and Jake Jacob*.
(Sentinelphoto)

uation.

Long Time No S«e

m

For raider Veldes

At Monday's meeting, State
Rep. Ben E. Lehman spoke about
state affair* and took Gov. Williams to task for claiming credit
for accomplishments
that were enacted by the legislature, many of
them, Uke the added gaa tax and
highway knpovement program, put
into effect over the governor’s
veto.

business establishments

oaualng an estimated $500,00(1
damage, police said Wednesday.
In custody at Holland poll*
tation is Ruuell (Bud) Zwagerman, a bachelor who lives alone in
• *h»ck on the outskirtsof Hud•onvjlle. State fire marshal QuenProsecutor Wendell
A. Miles wiH decide what charge
a place against Zwagerman.
Zwai
vagerman, who was questioned after each of the fires dating
hack to January of 1951, broke
down early today after undergoing questioning for several hour*
by state police and Ottawa county,

circle of

sheriffs officers.
St*4* polk* detective*Deuitnd
Girooco sold Zwagerman

Jammy

admitted he was a pyromaniac
and "set the fixes Jikt for the
thrilk.”

Zwagerman,state police said,
confessed setting the following
blazes, which wiped out a big part

‘

the Hudsonville business dis-

trict:

Ruseell (Bud) Zwagerman, 41, of Hudsonville,who Wednesday rw
portediy admitted eettlng four big flree In Hudeonvllle during the
laat two yeare, wee undecided when arraigned In Municipal Court
here on a charge of areon of a building.Ha requested permission
to consult counssl,and this morning still wee undecided as to what
course to follow.Meanwhile, Deputy Cayton Forry— who broke the
ease along with Hudsonville Deputy Al Hildebrand and stats polios
—took Zwagerman to the county Jail In Grand Haven. Judge
Cornelius vender Meulen explained that If the aeeused does not
waive examination, the law mekee It mandatory for the Judge to
•xamln*t,on' wh|ch will be held at 10 a.m. Friday. Bond of
>5,000 was not
(Sentinel photo)

Hudsonville Box

and

Basket

Co. on Jan. 13, 1951; Van Noord
Mill on Jan. 19, 1952; Hudsonvillt
Lumber Co. on March 22, 1952;

and Fanners

Oh*

Elevator on

Oct

17, 1952.
Police aaid Zwagexman,a shy
sMghtly-buitt man, admitted setting fast week’s fire at the elevator oompany in one of the coal
bins. They said ha •* toe lumber
company fire in a sawdust pit,
the Van Noord fire under soma
•toga and the bask* company fire
near aonta saws.
Zwagerman used paper to set
tot fires, potioa said he admitted,
and all tha Area broke out between 1 and 3 ajn.
Zwagerman had lived in HudHolland high students are mak- •onviile since he was one year old.
ing plans (or doing their bit to police said. He has been employed
the get-out-the-votecampaign for at a truck loader from time to
the Nov. 4 election.
time, and afao sold items of dothThey figure the be* thing they ing from door to door.
can do is provide fret transporta- Sheriff’sofficers aaid Zwagertion to and from the polls for man was questioned after each of
persons who have nora-olao baby the fine but would admit nothing
sitters to homes with smal children during the period the adults
are visitingthe polls.
It aU started some weeks ago fa
Ed Damson's American history
class when the teen-agers were

furnished.

HHS Students

to

Provide

Jam* Boyce, Allegan county
A reunion in Emporia, Kans
will bring together a family of treasurer, tpoim about the consix sons and one daughter and stitutionalamendment proposals.
their father for the first time in He urged a "yes” on proposal No.
27 years when Dr. Otto van der 1, which would help control nar- Girls’ Gym Classes Are
Velde of Holland and his brother, cotics traffic. He also explained
j
Dr. Kenneth van der Velde of the reapportioninentproposals and Taafht Pint Aid Here
Kalamazoo leave for Kansas Fri- urged a "yaa" vote on No. I and a
Bandaged heads and hands have
day morning to attend a birthday "no" vote on No. 2.
Mr*. John Howard Brink and been much in vogue the laat few
party for their father, John van
Miss Jennie Strkkes played t weeks in both Holland high aohooi
der Velde.
Leonard Semeyn, 48, Lamont. Chambers home at Ml Pine ft.,
The senior van der Velde wffl trumpet and accordion duct Pro- and Junior high school
who pleaded guilty Oct. 13 to a Ferrysburg.
celebrate his 86th birthdaySun- bate Judge Harold Weeton gave
While new showers were being
A passerby noticed the body on
eharge of indecent liberties involvday. Die family, which consistsof the invocationand benedictionser- InstalledIn the girls’ gymnasium,
ing a seven-year-old girl in Tall- the ground with head and shouldsix sons and one daughter, will vice.
Miss Joyce Keller,physical educamadge township, was placed on ers underneath the porch. State
Allegan county GOP officers inhave a catfishdinner Saturday.
tion instructor,has been teaching
police
found
his
face
had
been
probationtwo years. Conditions
Three are doctors,Dr. Otto, Dr. troduced by Prosecutor Dwight first aid to all students enrolledin
anxious to do something even
are that he pay $$100 costs and badly bruised and that he also
Kenneth of Kalamazoo and Dr. Cheever were* aerie Mrs. Esther her gym classes.
W. A. Butler
though they couldn’t vote. Out of
had bruiseson the head and chest.
$5 a month oversight fees.
Stanley of Emporia. William k an Hettinger, Week*, Sheriff Louis
*'What to do until the doctor one suggestion by Jean Kromam
Robert Michele, 16, Spring Lake, His mouth and nose were filled
insurance broker in Los Angeles, Johnson, Register of Deeds How- comes" now holds specialmeaning
evolved a program In which
who pleaded guilty Oct 13 to an with dirt.
Calif., and the other two sons, ard Strandt and County OOP to those stucL.its learning first aid
At a tegular noon luncheon
central office with a spedal tolaA
veteran
of
World
War
IT,
embezzlementcharge involving
Guy and Jake, operate a super- Oiairman Weldon Rumery.
skills.
meeting Monday at the Warm
Chambers
had
had
frequent
headphone
number
(6-7637)
will
be
funds taken from the Louis Nienmarket in Emporia.
James Boyce led community Howard Davis, local Red Crow
established on Nov. 4 between 8 Friend Tavern, Holland Exchange
house filling station,was put on aches and blackout spells. AuthorEsther Ruth, the only daughter, singing accompanied by Mm. first aid chairman, reports that
ities believe it is possible he may
a.m. and 4 p.m. The program has dub yent on record as favoring
probationthree years. He acis a city librarianin Emporia and Boyce.
this course is available to any been approved hr the student the bonding of the dty to erect
have suffered such a spell. He had Officers
knowledged to the court that the
John Henry SchoRen, Lake- who afe interested. A first aid council.
maintains the home for her father.
the proposed municipal recreation
amount involved was $350 for dinner with two other nephews,
The reunion has been planned town supervisor,was meeting class will be incorporated into the
building. The vote was taken aftey
John
and
Thomas
Chambers,
at
The
new
service
will
not
Inter,
which he must make restitution.
since last year. Dr. van der Velde chairman.
current Adult Evening courses If fere with regular school duties. plana for the bulling were shown
He had previously been on pro- their home in Grand Haven and
'
At a meeting of the "Learn and enough persons are interested. Rewill return to Holland on Monday
and explained by ExchangiteArhad left about 5:30 p.m. informing
bation out of Probate Court. Connight
Do” home economics group last gistrationis handled through the Only 'those students in study hall nold W. Hertel
them he intended to pack his beor those in history classes wiH be
ditions of his probation are that
Thursday, Ottawa County Prose- Red Cross office. u
W. A. Butler was reappointed
Exchange! te Vernon D. Ten
longings and leave today for
excused for such services as the
he must be home by 11 p.m. each
president
of
Holland
'Dilip
Time
cutor
Wendell
Miles
explained
the
Cate, after dting reason why HolOneida, Tenn., where his wife
need
arises.
Volunteers
win
be
night, pay $5 a month oversight
Mother of Local Man
proposedamendments. Many Allives. He was found unconscious Festival, Inc., at the annual orchecked out when they leave land needs such a center, moved
fees, and start a savings account
legan county GOP candidates also Ajir$. Lighthart of Gangot
at 6:15 p.m. Some of his tools and ganization meeting of the direc- Diet After Long IllaeM
school
and when they return. The that the club favor the bond Issue.
attended.
tors Tuesday afternoon ait the
clothing had been packed.
His motion was seconded by Jake
instructionsare to take persons to
Mrs. James Boyce, club presi- toted on 90th Birthday .
• .7 Last Saturday night state police Chamber of Commerce.
Mrs. Martha Brown, 77, died
and from the polls with no other
Other officers renamed were early today at Olsen Convalescent dent, was hostess and chairman
were notified by a telephone operPreceding this action, club memGANGES
(Spedal) — Many Gan- stops. It Is expected the service
ator that someone was attempting Vice Presidents J. J. Riemersma home, Agnew, after a two-year for the Thursday meeting.
ber* heard talks by boys who were
ges residents honored Mrs. Alice will be limited
Holland d
------- to
—
to make a call from the Ferrys- and La Verne Rudolph.Chamber illness.
Lighthart in Douglas Saturday afMiss Kromann was elected baby delegates from Holland to Wolburg address that day but could Treasurer George Good is the
She was bom April 6, 1875 to the Voters Invited to Meet
ternoon and evening when she sitter charm an, John Angus and verine Boys State during the sumnot complete connections. Upon treasurer of the festivaland late Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. DeNeff
Drive
celebrated her 90th birthday an Ricky Linn are in charge of cars, mer. They were Dave Bos, who
investigation,state police found Chamber Secretary William H. in Kalamazoo county. Mrs. Brown At OEvt Township Hall
niversary. Open house was held and Jane Schaafsma is general waa elected governor of Boys
Chambers lying on a couth alone Vande Water is secretary of the came to Holland four years ago
Holland’s Community Chest
by her daughter and son-in-law, secretary.George Lumsden and State and later delegate to Boys
in the home. He told officershis festival.
Plans are complete for a special
from New Richmond to make her
campaign today moved toward its
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smith, at Laurie Hohl are handling publi- Nation, Tom De Free, Ken Brunvwhole body ached. He was taken
One-year directors for the fes- home with her son, Wilbur C. meeting of voters of the Olive the Smith home.
mel, Len Rowell, Jack KammerFriday climax with collectionstocity. Phone calls will be handled
to the hospital and released Mon- tival reappointed are E. H. Moss, Brown, 442 HarrisonAve.
township area on Monday at 8
taling $11,088.50so far. Goal this
More
than 60 relativesand sev- by Misses Schaafsma, Kromann aad, Ricky Linn, Bob Van Bragt,
day. His nephew, Clifton, was in John Van Dyke, Raymond Holp.m. in the Olive township hall.
Lauren Stegfak and John KlaasSurviving are the son, Wilbur,
year is $42,516.
eral friends attended the event, and Hohl.
Tennessee at the time but has werda, Robert Kouw and John
en.
Clarence Jalving and O. W.
two granddaughters, two brothers, State Sen. Clyde M. Geerlings of coming from California,Chicago,
since returnedhome.
Hollenbach.
Each speaker emphasized one
Walter De Neff of Holland, Leon- Holland will be present to explain Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle
Lowry today sounded a "hurry
The deceased is survived by the
Mif. Henry Van Hoven
Dates for the 1953 festival were ard DeNeff of Allendale; one sis- proposals appearing on the Nov. 4 Creek, Holland and Ganges.
experience common to all Each
up" plea in an effort to get aU
wife whom he married 10 years set May 13, 14, 15 and 16.
ballot.
reported it waa inspiring to parreturns in by the Friday night
ter, Mrs. Cornelia Gretzinger,
Mrs. Lightheart, born in Ganges Succumbs Unexpectedly
ago; four brothers and a sister,
Township Supervisor Albert
The board reappointedL. A. Fennville.
ticipate in governental affairs and
deadline."We ask workers to
on Oct. 17, 1862, is the daughall living in Tennessee. The body
(Larry) Wade as manager for
com? in tomorrow and make their
Funeral services will be held Stegenga urged all to attend the ter of the late Wilbur and Rachel ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Ger^ gain greater appredationof the
was taken to Van Zantwick fun- the coming year. Wade submitted
reports,” they said.
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the Nibbe- meeting as opportunity also will Nye. She has four living children, trude D. Van Hoven, 64, wife of life possiblein a true democracy.
eral home and will be taken to
a financial report, of which a link-Noner funeral chapel with the be given to learn the proper use Ward Lighthart of California,Henry Van Hoven of 283 South Bra, in summarizing, said that "as
Progress of the campaign is beOneida tonight
Maple St., Zeeland, died unexpect- long as programs like this coning kept in the big Red Feather
full accountingwiH be made in Rev. George B. Hilson officiating. of voting machines. Refreshments
Henry of Chicago, Mrs. Winnifred
sign outside the Community Chest
the near future.
Burial wiU be in AUendale ceme- will be served by the Farm Bur- Cook of Lansing and Mrs. Smith edly early Wednesday. She had tinue and our youth get this kind
eau organization.
been ill for several months. She of training,our country Is safe.”
headquartersin the Chamber of Saugatuck Woman Dies
Plans are already being made tery.
of Douglas. She has 58 grandchilAnyone who would Mke to acCommerce building. ,
was
a member of the First Refor parade floats. Robert Kouw
Friends may caU at the chapel
dren and great grandchildren.Her
quaint themselves with the voting
‘'Let’s get going and get over At Home of Daughter
formed church and of the Ladies'
was appointed chairman of the Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
brother, Albert Nye, lives in GanAid society.
bid Now Hunters Shoot
machines before Monday night is ges.
the top,” Jalving urged.
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs. committee to make a study for
invited to do so at the township
Besides the husband she it sdrevening
program
entertainment.
Many cards, flowers and other
Agnes Welch, 85, widow of Charhall. Keys may be obtained from
vived by three sons, Jacob of )ows in Ottawa County
The Holland Tulip harden Court Restored Driver’s
Grand Haven Youths
gifts were received by the guest
les Welch, died Wednesday at the
Mrs.
Edith
Jacobson,
township
Jenison, Richard of Zeeland and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of honor. Refreshments were
home of her daughter, Mrs. Ralph chib is already at work on an- License for Limited Use
clerk, and John Overway, treasDonald of Borcuio; two daughters, State police and sheriff’s officers
Named Cadet Leaders
other big flower show. Tulip bulbs
served
by
her
daughters.
Nelson, of Big Rapids. Mrs. Welch
urer.
Jrera, at home and Mrs. Donald are looking for the hunters who
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
born March 28, 1867 in Canada, are being placed in flats for use
EAST LANSING, Michigan
Van Dyke of Grand Rapids; five shot a seven-month-old Guernsey
in
the
show.
Circuit
Court
today
restored
an
CoL C. C. Clendenen,Michigan came to Saugatuck as a child. Dje housing program will oper- operator’s license for limited use
VolleyballClub Ready
grandchildren and one brother. heifer in Tallmadge township and
Mri. Eva Tea Brink, 69,
She
had
been
ki Big Rapids the
State College Reserve Officer
Corneal a Van Loo of Holland.
ate oh the same status as last only to Anthem Long of Holland,
hauled the carcass away aft*
last five years.
To Start Play Monday
Training Corps commander, anFuneral services will be held dressing it, leaving the entrails in
also known as Anthony Long and Diet at Home of Danikter
Surviving besides the daughter y/ar.Die Holland Business Men’s Friday at 2 p.m. at Fir* Reform. the grubs.
nounced appointmentTuesday of
The board at directors ex- Anthum Long. He was arrested
Kenneth E. Heinomen, Detroit as are a sister, Mrs. Eva Richey of pressed appreciation to Manager Aug. 30 by Holland city police on
Mrs. Eva Ten Brink, 69, died chib will begin winter activities on «d church with the Rev. John den
The heifer, valued at $100, was
Clio, Mich.; a brother, Albert LoCadet Colonel.
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Monday, Oct 27, at 5 pm. at toe Ouden officiating. Burial will b»Jn
rentz of Aspen, Mich.; four grand- Wade and SecretaryVande Wa- a drunk driving count and later
owned
by Walter Schmidt of 1597
Ray Kleevea,Port Huron, Wed- Holland Armory.
The rank is the highest swarded
Zeeland cemetery. Relatives will Luce road, route 5, Grand Rapids,
children, and four great grand- ter by resolution for woric done was sentenced by Municipal Judge
Student cadets.
meet in the church basement at not far from the Kent county
Cornelius vander Meulen to pay nesday afternoon. She had made
in the 1952 festival
children.
Cadet Lt Cols, appointed inclu1:45 p.m. Die body to at toe Yn- fine.
$100 fine and $13.75 costs. His her home there lor the fa* 10 Two Can CoRidi
Funeral services will be held
years.
ded G. Winfield Pardee, Charlotte;
tema
funeral home where relaoperator’s
license
also
was
susGRAND
HAVEN
(SpariaD-At
Saturday at 1 pm. at the DykThe animal was shot between S
Youth Goes to Jail for
Surviving are two daughters,
William H. Pearson, Grand Ledge;
pended for 90 days until Dec. 1.
6:50 pm. Wednesday in Grand tives and friends may meet the and 3 p.m. Tuesday in the field,
sfra funeral chapel in Saugatuck,
Mrs. Kleeves and Mra. Ruth TurDonald L. Smith, Cold water; David
“rally Wednesday and Thursday then dragged into the grubs
Petitioner Long Is engaged in
[the Rev. H. E. Maycroft officiat- Having Beer in Car
ner of Port Huron, lour sons Haven township, care driven by H. evenings from 7:30 to 9.
Poel, Grand Haven, and Michael
trucking business for hire and coning. Burial wiU be at Riverside
Chastain, 60, route 1, Grand Havwhere it was dressed out and
Arthur, Grand Haven, Edward
Hurst, Grand Haven. All
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
tended his business would be sacricemetery. Friends may call at the
loaded into a ear. A shotgun shed
and Jnoob, Holland, and Ray- en, and Paula KJeft, 16, Grand
senion.
funeral shapel Friday from T to Rather than pay a $25 fine and ficed unless he was restored his
was found at tha scene.
mond. Venice, CaMf.; 28 grand- Haven, were involved in an acci- Mrs. Sena Lonters Dice
$5.45 costs imposed by Justice license. He has four children.
• pjn.
children and I great grandchil- dent when Chastain pulled on to
George V Hoffer Wednesday afMercury Dr„ from a side road in Followinf Heart Attack
Named Road Commi»si<mer
c
ternoon, Eugene D. O’Brien, 18,
front of the Kieft ear. It caused
Mre. Sena Lenten, 72, of 84 CoUegt Float Robbed
GRAND HAVEN (Special)— 42nd Polio Victim
Funeral
aervioai
wifl
be
held
Voting Machines Okayed
route 2, Ravenna, chose to spend
Miss Kieft to strike the Chastain East 15th St, died Wednesday ofa
OoHege authoritiesDiesday were
L. W. Lamb of 1025 Sooth
Saturdayat 1:30 pm. at the NibGRAND HAVEN (Special)
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
car. Chastain was charged by heart attack at her home. She had looking for four grass inats, a
Shore Dr., Holland, today waa Mrs. Donna Essenburg,20, of 68 20 days in the county Jail.
beHnk-Notier
funeral
chapel
with
The Ottawa County Board of
O’Brien, arrested by officers of
elected Ottawa county road West Lakewood Blvd., wife of
the Rev. John O. Hagans officiat- *ate police with failure to yield •everal attacks during the night traitor hitch and a trellis which
Supervisors this afternooa dethe
sheriffs
department
last
SatStriving
huste* were taken from the Sorosis float
ing. Burial will be In Spring Lake right of way.
commissionerto succeed the
cided
to
purchase
voting
msJulius Essenburg, is Ottawa coun- urday night in Chester township,
cemetery.
Gerrit,
several
brotoers-in-law, Saturday noon while sorority memlate Albert Hyma. Lamb waa
chines for the entlro county.
ty’s 42nd polio case. Mrs. Essenwas charged with possession of
sktere-to-law,nephews and nieces. bers were attending a ‘
Friends may eafl at toe chapel Divorce Granted
elected on the third ballet by
Resolution No. 1 passed by a
burg became ill on Oct. 20 and beer in a nfetor vehicle.
Funeral service* will be held luncheon. Die missing
Friday from 6 to 6 and T to 9
the Board of Supervisors this
vote of 2S-7. Resolution l perGRAND HAVEN (Special)
(S
— A Saturday at 1:30 pm. private
Oc? 22^ tov Holland hospital on
It is reported O’Brien took sevof them borrowed,are
afternoon.Lamb owns Us own
taining to Grand Haven dty.
divorce decree was granted hi the home and * 2 pm. at the $» to $75. Scbuol
eral bottles of beer from a conconstructionbusiness aad does
paaaed
by
*6-1,
one
being
abBlodgett hospital in East Qrand tainer outside a dance hall, took
Circuit Court this noon to Irene
VOTE NOVEMBER 4th
extensive work for the state.
sent at the Mme of voting.
Bapids. She has Involvement in them to his car, where he and 3
M. MeOreevy of Grand Haven
Vole No ProposalNo. $
He is a graduate civil eagl- her left leg, neck and back. M«r
Resolution -----No. t In regards
regai—
from Frank McGreevy of New
Vote Ye* Proposal No, 5
17-year-old
companions
indulged
Beer.
to purchase of two for Polkooaditioa it reported good.
Ottawa County Republican 0 ___ York, There are no mlnne ehil- wHl officiate.Burial will be in
k drinking toe akohoik beverage.
bg 27-*.

Special Election Service

—

m

Exchange Club

Bads Bond Issue

1953 TuKp Tone

Named;

New Dates Set
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.

Community Chest
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Sample Ballots
Of Vote Machines

Posted

in

Voter Most

Scheduled OcL

City

At Health Center
ALLEGAN (Spedal)-Theannual county-wide orthopedic clinic

Is Separate This Year
Do you know how to operate

it

cording to Dr. A. B. Mitchell
medical director of the Allegan
county health department
As part of It* atatewide pro-

Demonstrations are being staged

daily

in the two banks and
in the treasurer’soffice in City
Hall. Besides that, sample ballots
today were being posted in business places and factories,in the
entry of the Sentinel office and in
the lobby of City Hall to further
•cqualnt voters with the layout
At first glance the sample ballot appears complicated, mainly
because of full space devoted to
tix parties. But further study reduces this first impression, and a
person who studies the ballot in
advance and knows how he wants
to vote can accomplish all operations in less than one minute.
Perhaps the most important
thing to remember is that the
presidentialballot is separate and
is not included in the regular
party ticket.This follows a law
on the Michigan statutes passed
tome years ago requiring a separ-

gram of aid to phyaically handicapped children, the Michigan
Crippled Children commission
sponsors the clinic in co-operation
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These five hunters had some of the good fortune that followed most
nlmrode Into the fields In the Holland area Monday. The party
of five nailed five birds near Borculo. The men were photographed
at 1 p.m. with their catches, juit three hours after the season opened

at 10 a.m. Left to right are Art Hula, Mika Palkowakir Af Hula.'
Ronald Schultz and August Knuth, all of Spring Lake. Following
today a natural second-day drop In fortunes,hunting prospects wars
expected to rise again by the
(Sentinel photo)..

week-end.

Tucker-Strobbing Rites Read

Grandstanding...
BY

Dick

man

Hllll

When basketball

tourna-

Friday night’s Holland-St. Jo- ment time comes around, Zeeland
ate presidentialballot. Therefore, seph footballgame will be Dad's will be playing in class B.
the voter must remember to cast
Intense rivalry that was likely to
Night for the Dutch gridders.
• separate vote for president.
The fathers of the players will get out of hand has caused can• Instruction in voting by macellation of the traditional high
chine follow six simple steps:
1. Move red handle to the right
till bell rings and leave it there.
2. Turn down lever over the
word “yes" or “no" of each proposal.
3. Vote presidentialballot by
turning down voting lever over
the names of the candidates of
your choice. (Names of presidential and vice presidential candidates appear together. There can
be no split vote on these two).
4. Pull the lever of your party
[(usually Republican or Democratic) to the right ‘Diis votes
• straight ticket lor state and
county officersonly. (To vote a
split ticket on state and county
officers, turn up levers over names
you wish to cut out and turn a
voting lever down over the name
of any other candidatefor the

same office.)
& Vote non-partisan ticket (at
far right) by turning down voting
levers over the names of candidates' of your choice.
6. Leave the voting levers down
and move the red handle to the
left
Names of non-partisan Judicial
candidates are the only ones rotated by voting precincts in the
Nov. 4 election.

Zeeland Seniors
Pick Play fide
(Special)

— An

adap-

.

dumped

troit, Calvin, Wheaton

and

Illinois

ity to turn well planned activities Tech.
into fiascos. One of her particular

friends is a young student, Jane,

played by Marilyn Machida, who
is constantly trying to make
enough money to go to college.
Charlene Vande Velde plays the
Strong-headed Rhonda Allen, who
just happens to be the daughter of
fiie school board president Unfortunate principal of the high school

is portrayed by Del Komejan.

"Ihe adaptation from R.
Mann’s originalradio
Perry Clark.

J.

script is by

Hillsdalecollege apparently has
lost the services of lineman Ron
Dalrymple,who was driver of a
car involved In a fatal accident
following the Hope-Hillsdalehomecoming game a week ago.
Dalrymple received severe lacerations, and quarterbackLeroy
Do row was shaken up in the crash
that was fatal to Paul Coppeler,
college language instructor. The
car left the road on a curve and
rolled over. Dalrymple was the
driver.

Chamber lists

Mrs. Ward, vice president, announced that Miss Martha Allen,
national executive director of
Camp Fire Girls, Inc., will be
guest speaker at the annual council dinner on Jan. 26 and also will
meet with various committeesthat

girl.

Peursem and

State Sen. Clyde
Geerlings Nov. 25 under the direction of the legislative and national
affairscommittee.

appointment of Gertrude

Steketee as a director for Holland
Tulip Time Festival,Inc., was an«ed by the board. R. C. Bosch

Henry Geerds wera named

invitation

State Fire Prevento visit Holland
: the city.

Community Ghost campaign got ... _
a good start at a kickoff dinner Monday night
In ths Warm Friend Tavern, attended by about
130 volunteer worker*. Seated along the table

Tlif; 1W2

r.., W.U

right:

O.

at

R.hh.ld, Port-

(Prince photo)

tions.

Serving as best man was NorRoelofs and ushers were Orman Van Haitsma and Harold
Vander Ploeg.
Wedding music was provided by
Charles Dykstra who sang "God
Gave Me Vou,” and 'The Lord’s
Prayer," accompaniedby Mis Eleanor Hoogland.
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Van Haitsma were master and mistress of

man

(

‘

Don

Star of Bethlehem,

*

Engagement Told

AOegan Defeats

Holland Runners

chapter, No. 40, Order of Eastern
Star, in the Masonic hall, which
was decorated with faU flowers.
Mrs. Jaocb Hoffman was installing officer;Mrs. Thomas Longstreet, installingmarshaU; Mrs.
John Fisher, installingchaplain;
Mrs. Lovell Eddy, organist and
Mrs. Jack Slooter, vocalist.
Mrs. Harold Hall was installed
as worthy matron; LoveU Eddy,
worthy patron; Mrs. Gerrit Glatz,
associate matron; Thomas Longstreet, associate patron; Mrs. E.
J. Bacheller, secretary, and Mrs.
Arthur White, treasurer.
Mrs. Charles Vander Veen was

Farewell Party Honors
Mrs. G.

X

Van Grondelle

Mrs. G. Van GrondeUe was
guest of honor at a fareweU party

Thursday afternoon given by members of the Ladies’ Aid society in
Sixth Reformed church.

The affair featured a handkerchief shower. Fall flowers were
used as decorations.Pouring were
Mrs. A. Slager, president, and
Mrs. B. Kortering, vice president.

Mr. and Mrs. Van GrondeUe
plan to leave in early November
to

make

Mrs. Florence Stam, marshal;
Mrs. Arthur Nienhuis, organist;
Mrs. Ed Schuitema, Adah; Mrs.
WUliam Clark, Ruth; Mrs. Louis
Padnos, Esther; Miss Margaret
Murphy, Martha; Mrs. Norman
Simpson, Electa; Mrs. Claude
Ketchum, warder and Howard

their home in Redlands.

(political
admtiwmtnt)

Your Choice:
+ $24 Million
— $65 Million

Hendricks, sentinel.
Past matrons received Mrs. William Broker into their club by
forming an arch to the East and
welcomed her into their garden
with verse and song.
Feature of the short program
were several songs by the Four
Star quartette. Many guests were
present from HoUand chapter,
Saugatuck, Grand Rapids, Caledonia and FYeeport, HI.'

“Four year*

ago, the
State had
a surplus of

24 million
dollars. But,

r

.

..

^

years under

a Democrat

Governor, f

the 24 million has been spent
Hospital Notea

and a deficit of 65 million
(From Friday’sSentinel)
Admitted to Holland hospital dollars has been loaded on
Thursday were LeRoy Francis, the oyer-burdened backs of
route 1, West OUve; Mrs. Ruth
Topp, 187 West 18th St.; Lorraine Michigan’s taxpayers, “Fred
Graves, route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Alger points out.
Eva Stroh, 340 Maple Ave.; John
“In other words, they
Lemmen, 33 Cherry St.
have
spent 89 million dollars
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
Gene Marsh and baby, HamUton; more than Michigan colMrs. Jerald Kooyers and baby, 330
lected in taxes.*'
North River Ave.; Mrs. Benjamin
J. Rutgers, route 4, Waukazoo;
Mrs. Richard Elenbtfas,Hamilton:
Cornelius Klomparens, 244 Wert

STOP THIS SPEND-

Uth St
Hospital births include a daughJa born Wednesdayto
Mr. and Mil. Leon De Mast 354
West 17th St; a son, John M bom
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Koepes, 182 East 38th St; a eon,
James Edwin, bom Thursday to
Hr. and Mrs. John Lubbers, route
2, Zeeland, a daughter bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veersma, 1380 Lakewood Blvd.
ter, Sally

H

during.the
next four

committee.

?hV

OES

Calif.

instaUed as conductress, Mrs. Ray
Schipper, associate conductress;
Mrs. Walter Mattison, chaplain;

Refreshments were served by
Mrs. William Van Howe and her

Coach Austin Buchanan’s
Dutch runners will continue work
in preparation for the state meet
at Michigan State Normal College
in Ypailantlon Nov. 1.
Distance ace Ron Den Uyl kept
up his mark of coming in first in
all Holland’s dual meets this year
Miss Shirley A. Stool
by setting a new course record at
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Staal, 556
Allegan of 11:06. The Allegan Lawndale Ct., announce the encourse is slightlymore than two gagement of their daughter, Shirmiles long. Den Uyl was second ley A., to Roger A. Slater,son of
at the Hastings invitational and Mr. and Mrs. George Slater, ChitWrd^at the Grand Rapids invita- cago, HI.
• Miss Staal was graduatedfrom
First 10 finishers:R. Den Uyl Holland Christian high school and
(H),- O’Connor (A), Gillette (A), attended Calvin college. She is
Bush (A), Schrotenboer (H), now attending Davenport Business
Haviknd (H), L. Den Uyl (H), school in Grand Rapids.
Adams (A), Bowen (H), Cox (A). Mr. Slater was graduated from
maeter Harry Kramer, Campaign Dlrecto^lafence
The win tor Allegan avenged a Calvin coUege and attended NorthL Jalvlng,O. W. Lowry who la prealdent of the
defeat to Holland by two points western University.He is now staCheat board of director*, the Rev. Jamea Baar who
earlierthis year. The Dutch were tioned at Marine Basic school at
running without two of their bet- Quantico, Va„ and plans to enK'M,en; °"# 01
ter runners, Ben Cooper and BUI ter Officer! Candidate school after
completingbasis training,

>4

Ifas Installation Rites

Now

Ford, State Rep. George Van

>

yellow and white roses and carna-

a

Allegan.

second
•‘cracker barrel” session to be
held with U.S. Rep. Gerald It,

„

Mr. ond Mrs. Donald Kleinjans

ceremonies at the reception.In tht
gift room were Mr. and Mrs.
John De Winter and presiding at
the punch bowl were Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Vander Ploeg.
the reception.
A brief program included songs
ities."
A gown of Chantilly lace and led by Mr. Dykstra; readHope RegistrarPaul E. Hinksatin was chosen by the bride. It
amp announced that the group featured a portrait neckline of ing by Mrs. Harvey Meyer; vocal
solo, "My Hero,” by Mr. Djicstra,
was chosen by a faculty commitscalloped lace, a sheer nylon yoke and remarks and opening and
tee, with selectionsbased on scholand a fitted basque bodice of lace closing prayers by Rev. Hosper.
arship, leadership and participawith long sleeves which tapered
The couple was to return today
tion in extra-curricularactivities,
to points over the wrists. The from an eastern wedding trip,
citizenshipand service to the col-,
gathered skirt of satin terminated They will make their home on
lege and promise of future usefulin a long train. Her fingertipveil Baldwin Dr., at Jenison. For travness to business and society.
of imported illusionwas held in eling the bride wore a gray flanIncluded are Randall Bosch,
place by a white satin cap. She nel suit with black accessoriesand
Holland; Cathie Christie, New
carried a bouquet of white roses a corsage of orchids. »
York City; Connie Boersma and carnations.
The bride, a graduate of HolHinga, Holland; Mary Karsten,
Miss Beatrice Kleinjans,only atland Christian high chool, is emHoricon,
Wis.;
Lubbers,
Glenn Tucker
tendant of the bride, wore a green
Holland; Phyllis Luktens, Selkirk,
(du Soar photo)
gown with net yoke and satin bod- ployed at Zeeland State bank. Tha
N.
Y.;
Sally
Palen,
New
York
bouquets of yellow and bronze
ice. It featured a gathered skirt groom, who was graduated from
mums and stephanotis.The flower City; Marjorie Pickens, Mont- of satin. She wore a green satin Grand Rapids Christian high
vale, N. J.; Donald Prentice, Degirl's gown was fashioned like
cap fashionedidentically to the school, is employed at the Luxury
troit; Arlene Ritsema, Momence,
that of the maid of honor.
bride's.-Her flowers consisted of Furniture Co.
Seventy guests attended the re- 111.; Verlaine Siter, Berkeley
Heights, N. J.; Stanley Vander
ception in the church basement.
Table decorations in white and Aarde, Orange City, Iowa; Guy
Vander Jagt, Cadillac; Carl Van
yellow featured a four-tiersquare
wedding cake decoratedby Clare Farowe, Randolph,Wis.; and HarHertpel The cake featured pastel old Van Zoeren, Mohawk, N. Y.
yellow and white roses and was
topped with six fresh white roses. Birthday Party Given
Officers were installed Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Strabbing,
evening by the Star of Bethlehem
brother and sister-in-law of the For Mary Ellen Rooks

country team wound up its dual
match season Tuesday with a onepoint 27-28 defeat at the hand* of

new this year.
The. board approved a

i

l

Who’

TTie Holland high school cross-

are

okayed an

Ws

Woman

De

to the Port of Hol-

m

Vows were exchanged last Tuesday evening by Miss Geneva Van
Haitsma, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Van Haitsma, 215
North Jefferson St., Zeeland, and
Health Center.
Donald Kleinjans, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Kleinjans, Baldwin Dr.,
Jenison in the American Legion
Memorial club house.
The Rev. J. Guichelaar performed the double ring ceremony in the
presence of about 40 guests.
Palms and ferns with two large
In
bouquets of white mume formed
the background for the rites and
Fifteen members of the Hope
a yellow and green color scheme,
college senior class have been
with pressed leaves and bouquets
named for listingin "Who’s Who
of mums decoratedthe tables at
in American Colleges and Univers-

er. The double ring rites were
read at 7:45 pjn. by the Rev.
S. Vroon.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Strabbing of
647 Church St. and Mr. and Mrs.
bride, were master and mistress
Gerrit Tucker of route 5.
Mary Ellen Rooks was guest of
of ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Norma Strabbing and Miss
honor at a party Thursday afterJames
Genzink,
the
bride’s
broday.
Joyce Strabbing,sisters of the
noon at her home. 17 West 26th
ther-in-law and sister, served at
bride, were maid of honor and
St., the occasion being her fifth
the punch bowl and Misses Beverbridesmaid,respectively.Jerold
birthday anniversary. The party
Former Holland
ly Garvelink and Martha BlyTucker assisted his brother as
was given by her mother, Mrs.
stra
arranged
the
gifts.
Carol
Named to Hospital Post
best man and Don Strabbing,
Preston Rooks, assisted by her
Strabbing was in charge of the
Miss Anne Whelan, former Hol- brother of the bride, and James
grandmother, Mrs. Seiger Boerguest book. AAsisting about the
ema.
land resident,has been appointed Hoover, the groom’s brother-inrooms were the Misses Marjorie
assistant administrator of Women law, were ushers. Little Linda
A pink and blue color scheme
Garvelink, Gale Schripsema,Heland Children's hospital of Chi- Strabbing, niece of the bride, was
was used in decorating the rooms
en and Edna Oetman, Hazel and
cago, only hospital in the central flower
and table. Games were played and
Della Tucker and Joan and Carwest staffed entirely by women.
Traditional nuptial music was
prizes awarded to Pamela Israels,
rie Helder.
The appointmentwas effective providedby Miss Charlotte MulDale Meeusen and Ruth Ann
A brief program was given durOct. 1 when Miss Elise I. Biechier, der, pianist, and Gerald Mannes,
Rooks.
ing the reception.
Jr., became administrator.
uncle of the bride, who sang
Guests Included Nancy Kolean,
The newlyweds now are on an
Miss Whelan was graduated “Because" and ‘The Lord’s PrayJeanne Haverdink,Pamela Is
eastern
wedding
trip
and
will
be
from Holland high school and er.”
raels, Phyllis Van Ingen, Susan
Hope college and received her M.
Escorted to the altar by her at home in Hamilton after Oct. Schuchard,Betsy Aardsma, Mary
A. degree and a degree in hospital father, the bride wore a gown of 24. For going away, the bride Jo Hains, Marilyn and Sheryl
administrationat Northwestern white cl.antillylace over satin, wore a wipterberry red dress Witteveen, Nancy Grotenhuis,
university. She was on the Holland featuring a lace bodice with net with black velvet accessories and Kathy and Tommy Burke, Dale
high school teaching staff and also yoke and long tapered sleeves and an orchid corsage.
Meeusen and Ruth Ann Rooks.
Both Mr. aiid Mrs. Tucker are
served with the WAGS in Berlin a full skirt with train, overlaid
Also Invited was Luana Wise.
for three years.
with lace. Her fingertip veil fell graduatesof Holland high school.
Before assuming her new posi- from a crown of seed pearls.She She has been employed at Hemtion, Miss Whelan was a resident carried a white Bible with an pel’s Pastries and he is employed
at the hospital, founded at the orchid and white streamers.Her as a mechanic at Timmerman's
time of the Civil War by Dr. Mary jewelry included pearl earrings. Ford service In Hamilton.
Harris Thompson, pioneer woman
Bridal attendantswore identiphysician.
cal gowns of coral and azure
Miss Whelan's sister, Margaret blue, respectively,featuring lace
don.

and resort, C C. Wood.
Chairmen will select their own
committeesduring the corning
week. The safety committee and
eity and state affairs committee

Jpft

15 Hope Seniors

Mrs. Robert Gor-

Loof; safety, Clarence Grevengoed; planning, M. C. Lindeman;
education, Dr. I. J. Lubbers;city
and state affairs, H. C. McClintock; membership,Earl Price; retail merchants, Percy Taylor;
community service, Henry Ter
Haar; legislative and national
affairs, James Townsend; industrial, Henry Weyenberg; tourist

'

will confer with patients 16 years

We notice in the United Press
weekly high school football ratings, and in those polls conducted
by other sources,that Zeeland
high's undefeatedgrid team is
The followingChamber of Com- right up among the leaders in
merce committee appointments class C-D.
were announced by President However,the Chix actuallycome
Clarence Klaasen at a regular from a class B school. Counting
meeting of the board of directors the top four grades, which Zeeland
does to make its freshmeneligible
Monday night:
Building,C. C. Andreasen;har- for varsity athletic competition,
bor and lake, R. C. Bosch; trans- Zeeland is class B. Counting only
portation and good roads, Charles the top three grades— as Halland
Cooper; public relations,George high does— the Chix fall just be- Whelan, and her sister-in-law, boleros with standup collars. They
Copeland; executive, Clarence low the B limitation,we under- Mrs. Helen Whelan, live at 201 wore matching net headbands
Klaasen; rural relations, Harold stand.
West 14th St
and mitts and carried colonial

New Committees

I

Appointments must be made in
advance and are made though the
Allegan county health department
Interested parents are asked to
consult their family physicians or
the health department.
No charge is made for services

of age and over regardingvocational planning. Assisting at the
clinic will be members of the
Junior Hospital guild of the

mums

named

Clinic attendancek limited to
those under 21 yean of age who
have a crippling condition for
which their physician desires consultation.

A representative of the department of vocational rehabilitation

./*

Bouwman and

Center,

clinic.

Don’t look now. but the basket- Report on Girls State
ball season is swiftly
*j
Holland Christian high school! ^1^617 Or LOUnCIi Meet
opens its season in less than a
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren was
month, meeting Muskegon Chris- hostess to members of the Holland
tian in the first game of the sea- Camp Fire Council Monday afterson on Nov. 20. The date is a week npon. Preceding the monthly busiearlier than usual, because Mus- ness meeting,dessert was served
kegon wants to get a larger gym by Mrs. Louis Stempfly, Mrs. Gerfor the contest and the earlier ald Bolhuis and the hostess.
date was the only possible time.
An inspiringreport on WolverHolland high and Hope college ine Girls State was given by Salwill delay their opening games a
ly Damson, Holland high school
week or two after the Maroon senior,whose participation was
opener.
sponsored and financed by the
Hope, incidentally,has an at- Horizon council.
tractive 19-game schedule that
Mrs. Peter Kromann, council
should keep the collegian cagers
president, conductedthe business
more than busy.
meeting. She announcedthat as in
past years the Camp Fire council
Mr. and Mrs.
And speaking of basketball,Al- will provide workers for the Combion collegeseems to be loaded in
munity Chest campaign. The counWhite
and gladioli
the M3AA race. Five men left by
cil is responsible for canvass in
graduation, but five lettermen are
against
a
background
of palms,
wards 5 and 6. Mrs. James K.
back including John Porter, most Ward is chairman of ward 5, with ferns and candelabra decorated
valuable MIAA eager last season,
Mrs. John Kobes and Mrs. H. C. the chapel of Graafschap Oirisand Oerdic Dempsey. In addition,
McCintock assisting. Mrs. Earl tian Reformed church Thursday
the Britons have several newcomVan Eenenaam, chairman of ward
evening for the wedding of Miss
ers including Bob Friberg, high
6, will be assisted by Mrs. Anthony
scorer from Grand Rapids Jaycee,
Lois Strabbing and Glenn Tuck-

approaching.

with the Allegan County Medical
aodety the Allegan county health
department the Allegan county of
the Michigan Society for Crippled
children and Adult* (Easter Seal
Sale), and tha Allegan Health

offered at the clinic.
Dr. Charles H. Frantz, Blodgett
hospital Grand Rapids, orthopedist, has been invited to conduct
the clinic again this year. Orthopedic nurses, physicaltherapists
from the Michigan Crippled Children commission will conduct the

be given specialseats on the sidelines next to (he players’ bench, school football game between Menand each parent will be outfitted ominee and Marinette in the Upwith a card bearing the same num- per Peninsula. The two schools
have been playing since 1894. .
ber as his son’s uniform.
But Saturdayafternoon,it will When Benton Harbor
be Son’s Day once more. Twenty- Muskegon 13-7 to halt the Musketwo members of the high school gon footballwinning streak a few
squad, along with their coaches, weeks back, It was only the third
will attend the Michigan State- Benton Harbor win in a series anPenn State game at East Lansing. nually since 1907. The Tiger win
The high school Athletic Asso- snapped a 12-game Muskegon winciation will foot the bill for the ning streak dating back to the
special bus to take the boys to final game of 1950. . .Speaking of
Lansing, but the boys will pay for classes as we were a moment
their special high school student’s ago, we owe an apology to Fennville, to whom we referred as a
tickets and buy their own meals.
It will also be homecoming for class D school a while back. FennCoach Dale Shearer, who, is a ville actually is a class C school.
Sorry.
graduate of State.

tation at the popular radio show
-Our Miss Brooks” will be preBented by members at the senior
class of Zeeland high school Nov.
12, 13, 14, in the high school auditorium.
Mrs. Marie Saunders, speech
and dramatics teacher at thg high and Doug Steward, $-7 all-stater
School will direct the production. from Vermontville.
Action centers around the antics
A 1 b i o n’s non-MIAA opponents
Of a lovable but erratic young this season include Calvin, Case,
English teacher
Miss Wooster, De Pauw and Normal.
Brooks of the local high school. Kalamazoo has an impressive list
Miss Brooks, played by Mary Jane of non-league foes including De-

Wyngarden, has an uncanny abil-

scheduled for Thureday, Oct 30.

at the Allegan Health Center, ac-

<he new voting machines at the
Nov. 4 election?

The

30

Remember

Presidential Ballot

ZEELAND

Kleinjans-Van Haitsma Vows Spoken

OrAopedic Cbiic

THRIFT GOVERNMENT.

ELECT FRED M.
ALGER GOVERNOR
NOV. 4. REPUBLICAN.
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Chieftains CompSe

Edge

Central

in Statistics

Colege

Sets Celebration

23, 1952

of Maurice Birdsall.
On Sunday afternoon the YMCA
will sponsor a Vesper servlet at
Douwstra chapel.

‘Advisory Vote’

House Warming Party

Sought

Held

Over Dutch Eleven

Of

Its

at

Hamstra

Zeeland Students Attend
Jonraalism Day at

h Allegan

ZEELAND

MSC

(Special)- Zeeland

high school was well represented

Day at
Michigan State college campus

at the annual Journalism

Home

Centennial

On Two Questions

A surprise house warming party
Wednesday.
was given Wednesday night honorRepresentingthe Zeeland high
Pella, Iowa— Central college has ing Mrs. Reka Hamstra at her
ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan acbool pape - were Del Komejan,
home,
133
Aniline
Ave.
planned a week-end of entertaintownship voter* will be handed
Movies taken on a recent trip to two extra ballots when they go to Eunice De J;.iqe, Phi! Staal, Judy
ing activity and historicaliignibattled to a 7-7' tie Friday night
the Canadian Rockies, Glacier Na- the polls Nov. 4.
Whitsltt and Dave Vander Meulen.
ficance to celebrate the centennial
before an estimated 3,500 fans at
tional and Yellowstone National
In
an
unprecedented
action,
the
Representing the annual staff
of the incorporationof 4he school.
Riverview park.
parks were shown by Henry Strab- townshipboard is seeking an adThe
major
events
will
start
Fri*
were Joyce Smits, Ed Elzinga,
All the scoring was packed into
bing, A gift was presented the visory vote” on two separatequesday,
Oct.
31, and end Sunday, Nov.
less than one'minute near the'end
guest of hopor and refreshments lions. Voters will be asked wheth- Wendell Kollen, Don De Vrire,
2.
Judy Vet Plank, Glenda Plasmas,
of the first half. Holland scored
were served.
er or not they want the township
Students will clean up the camon a five-yardpass play from Jack
Invited guests were Mr. and to be zoned and whether the Dave Kuyers. Eunice Lemson,
pus before the decoration commitKempker to Carl Visscher, and
Mrs. Calvin Hamstra, Mr. and township board issue any licenses Mary Nienhuis, Jason Redder,
tee moves In to illustrate a historkicked off to Dowagiac with 55
Mrs. Milton Hpmstra, of Grand for the sale of beer and wine, Norma Van Haitsma and Erma
ic tour of the campus.
Van Dyke.
seconds remaining in the half. UnHaven, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
The Greater Alumni Council Dort of Grand Rapids, Mr. and either on the premises or for
daunted the Chieftainsmarched 57
’’take
, •*
will assemblefrom east and west.
yarde down the field to score on
Mrs. Henry Strabbing, Mrs. Tena
County Prosecutor . Dwight Former Choir Leader
The
Rev.
Garrett Roorda, of Walexactly the last play of the half,
Kronemeyer and Bob,. Mr. and Cheever reported that he had
den, N. Y., president of the AlumIn halftime ceremonies at the Hope-Alblon game
cash prize In float competition among the classea.
with the marker coming on the
Mrs. Richard Roosien and David, pointed out to the board that Honored at Farewell
Saturday afternoon, Homecoming Queen Barbara
ni association,will be in charge
In the fraternity division, Arcadians wpn flrat and
age-old cross-field pass play good
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van Til, neither of the ballots will have any
Brinks was Introduced to the crowds of students
of the business sessions.RepresenCosmopolitanssecond; sorority division, Delta
for 10 yards.
Roger and Jack, Mr. and Mrs.
About 35 choir and staff memand visiting alumni. She la pictured at the miclegal standing under the statutes.
tatives of the alumni chapters from
Phi,
flrat,
and
Alpha
Sigma
Alpha,
second.
The
The visitors had it all over rophone with Albion’s student council president,
Cornelius Israelsand Beverly, Mr.
bers gather^! at the home of Mr.
New York, the Hudson-Mohawk and Mrs. Gerald Hamstra, Glepn He emphasizedthe fact that tlje and Mrs. Harvin Zoerhoff ThursCoimos took first In frat house decorations and
the Dutchmen in the field of statwho awarded prizes for parade floats and dormiresults will be "advisory only, and
the Arcadians took second. Van Vleck hall won
Valley, Michigan, Chicago, Wisconistics. Dowagiac had 15 first
Hamstra, Teddy Hamstra, James
day evening for a farewell party
tory decoration*.Member* of the Albion student
not binding."
the dormitory prize. Other awarde Included the
sin, Illinois,Northwest Iowa, South
downs to 11 for Holland, and nethonoring their former leader,
Schuiling and Mrs. Chester Prins,
council judged the float*, which were based on
Duff Wade tennl* prize to Robert Moolenaar,
He
said he had recommended
Dakota,
and
Minnesota, Colorado, all of Holland.
ted total yardage of 226 to only
Nicholas Vogelzang who recently
a cartoon atrip theme. The junior class won the
senior from De Motte,
(Sentinelphoto)
California,as well as the Pella
that the ballotsbe cast in special
139 for the Dutchmen. In the secmoved to Grand Rapids to study
area have been invited.
boxes, separate from those used in for 4he ministry.
ond half, Holland came up with a
The major item of business will Make Plans to Attend
the general election,to facilitate
Songs were sung after vriiich
minus three pet yards, rushing and
Fourth Church Society
be, "How can we complete our
more rapid counting of the regu- games were played and refreshonly 22 yards passing for total
Achievement
Program
lar ballots.
campaign for the Student, Union so
ments served.
offense in the second half of 19
Has Sunshine Meeting
that
we
can
break
ground
for
the
Township officials said that
At
the
regular
meeting
of
the
yards.
Federal Home Economics club while they realized that the votIf any one player was responsiThe annual sunshine meeting yf building this year?”
Friday’s schedule lists the fresh- held Wednesday in the school, ing will have no legal standing issue which has long been conP
ble for Dowagiac’s at least moral
the Ladies Aid society of Fourth
man-sophomore Pull, a pep rally, plans were made for members to they did want a vote on both troversial in the township. Up
Perhaps many Holland folks no- for the party’s nomination in Chivictory over Holland that player
Reformed church was held in the crowning of the homecoming queen
attend the annual Achievementday questionsto eliminate expense until the establishment burned a
was quarterback Milt Lingle, who ticed an odd-looking whiskered cago last summer, Fud became
church parlors Thursday after- and an all-college skit based on which will be held in Hudsonville and "hard feeling.”
year and a half ago, the White
turned in a three-prongedper- gent walking around the city last disgruntledand switched -sides.
events of Central’s past.
,
on Tuesday.
In the case of the proposition House Tavern, on M-89 east of
formance featuring running, pass- week just before, druing and af- Now he boosting Ike and Nixon.
, The activitiesof Saturday injust travels around the
Mrs. Carrol] Norlin, president, to zone thl township under the the city, was the center of almost
ing and kicking. In addition, he
Devotions were in charge of the
ter the time Sen. Richard M. Nix- country,making a spectacle of
clude: Open house at the dormi- was in charge of the business terms of the new township rural
handled the ball smoothly on the
constant litigatoin for years. The
president,
Mrs.
Catherine
De
Rooe.
on made his whistle-stop talk at himself at such gatherings as the
tories, the parade, the Central- meeting and the lesson on "Your zoning act, the board seeks a vote
straight T-formation offensive ustown board had refused to renew
Two
solos
were
sung
by
Mrs.
Wilthe Holland depot.
Simpson game, dedication of the Clothes and You," was given by so that if zoning is not desired its license and the place was
Nixon appearance in Holland, and
ed by Coach Carson Neifert’s
liam
Plomp
accompanied
by
Mri.
The gent was decked out in a selling campaign buttons and
Observatory in honor of Dean the leaders,Mrs. Albert Luurtsma the expense of drawing up maps
Chiefs.
closed when It was destroyed by
Dick Vander Meer.
flashy
up that included coon- other campaign gear.
Emeritus H. W. Pietenpol, and and Mrs. Andrew Vinstra.
and ordinances will be eliminated. fire. Board members indicated
The Dutch touchdown came in
Martin
Keuning,
representative
skin cap, and myriad shapes and
an alumni' coffee,hour; and the
"I live on a shoe-string,”Fud
Refreshments were served by
The vote on issuing tavern and they had been approachedrecentthe closing minutes of play in the
of the Pine Rest Christian asso- presentationof the play, "Lace on
sizes of “I Like Ike” and "Ike said.
Mrs.
Nelson Kragt and Mrs. Nick take-out licenses will give the ly on the question of granting
second quarter.After taking a
ciation, spoke and showed pictures
and Dick” buttons. He also carHer Petticoat,"under the direction Moll.
He left Holland Friday for Calibeard a majority opinion on an a tavern license.
Dowagiac punt on the Chiefs’ 47, ried a brightly-coloredvalise that
of the work in Cutlerville,infornia where he was to appear in
the Dutch moved into paydirt on
cluding
the
new
Children’s Rsadvertised the Republican presi- a Pioneer Day celebration Saturseven plays.
treat.'
dential and vice presidentialcan- day and Sunday at San BernardHostesses were Mis. Harold
Jack Kempker took a lateral •didates.
ino county.
Breuker, Mrs. Ed Steffensand
from Bob Van Dyke and skirted
Well, the man’s name is Hoyt
Uncle Fud was bom in Van Mrs. W. Van Dyke.
righ end for 10 yards, and John E. Miltwi— alias "Uncle Fud”—
Buren, Ark., and moved to CaliFendt went around left end on the from Loma Linda, Calif.
fornia when he was 18: He has
same play for four more yards.
You ask “what the pitch?” written folksy columns in several Newcomers Club Has
Then, on the Dowagiac 28, Van Well, Uncle Fud calls himself a
California weeklies and has apDyke went back to pass, was trap- renegade Democrat.He orgininalpeared in television film westerns. Autumn Luncheon
ped* reversed his field twice while ly boosted the candidacy of Sen.
On leaving Holland, Fud said
wiggling away from hordes of In- Estes Kefauver,but when the
The Newcomers club held an
he’ll be back and hopes to make
Mian tacklers and finally passed to Tennessee crime-busterwas de- his home here "for about six autumn luncheon Wednesday in
Kempker for a net gain of 15 feated by Gov. Adlai Stevenson months out of the year."
the Tulip room of the Warm
yards to the Dowagiac 15.
Friend tavern.
Carl Visscher on a reverse lugMrs. Herbert Childressand Mrs.
ged the ball nine yards to the sixHenry Mprse were in charge of
yard stripe. Kempker tried the
decorations and entertainment.
line for a short gain, and then
The table arrangementswere colon the Chief five, Kempker passed
orful with autumn leaves and
to Visscher in the end zone for
flowers, highlighted by candle-

A

»teamed-upDowa^ia^ high
school football team and a letdown Holland high school aquad

out.”

Ind.

Whiskered Gent Boosts
Republican Candidates

noon.

He

,

.

-about $2,00

Tmoromx

-dart

i

Discuss United Nations

At Meeting

the score. After the try for point
by Kempker sailed true making
the cont 7-0, only 55 seconds remained in the half.
But those 55 seconds will not be
forgotten for quite a' while by
either Holland or Dowagiac parti-

sans.

»

On the ensuing kickoff, Van
Dyke booted a purposely wobbly
short kick that was easy to fumble. The .Chief forward wall did
fumble the ball but LeRoi Smith
recovered on the Dowagiac 43. On
a good fake, Lingle went through
the line for 26 yarde to the Dutch
32. An end sweep and incomplete
pass netted nothing as the seconds
ticked away, but then Lingle passed to Jim Gebhard for IT yards
to the Holland 15.
On the last play of the half,
Lingle was stopped by the line
after a three-yard gain. But a

of

lavors to

AAUW

light.

.

Guests of the afternoonevent
includedMrs. Marie Stenbridge
and Mrs. J. D. Davidson. Prospective members were Mrs. William

Women

Wessell, Mrs. L.

C

al<nd Governors

Hartaell,Mrs.

'Gornm-oodMmi

Pomemarki, Mrs. Kenneth Walters,
Mrs. Donald Runyan, Mrs. Paul De
Kok and Carolyn Rush.
R. P. Sheridan, Mrs. Charles

After the luncheon and business
meeting, cartij were played.Prizes
were awarded 'to Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Mrs. Edna Kline and Mrs.
Louise Heinricks.

ate.

English-bornMrs. Nordhouseformerly worked for the BritishMinistry of Economic Warfare and
for the United States Office of
War Informationand served as
news analyst for the United Nations. Familiarwith the UN and
its extensive ramifications,she is
convinced of its possibilitiesfor
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Van Dyke intercepted a ident, clarifiedmany questions
pass on the Holland five-yard about the UN in an informal dis-

Dowagiac cussion period.
During the business meeting
attempt that materialized out of
an interceptedpass and was help- Mrs. Steffens appoihted Miss Iva
. ed along by more Holland penal
Stanton assistanttreasurer for the
. 7
year. Mrs. Bernard Arendshorst,
TTie tie was the second of the legislativechairman, reminded i
year for Dowagiac, which also legislative chairman,, reminded
deadlocked with Allegan after de- members to send in their AAUW
feating Kalamazoo State high, ballots and also to go to the polls
Bangor and St. Joseph. Holland Nov. 4. Mrs. Kepneth De Free disnow has a mark of three wins, cussed proposals to be voted on at
one loss and one tie. Next game the general election.
for the Dutchmen will be next
Other announcements included
week at bom# against St. Joseph. an appeal for books by Mrs. DonD ald Brown for the book sale to be

in

owwj.

*
p

m

stripe to thwart another

.

jy

M

MARTIN,

,

RECENT PRISON RIOTS

coat

you and

citizen8 about
$2,000 000! The supervisor of Michigan
®“te Prisons— appomted by the Governor
—and the Governor himself, failed to act in
fame to prevent these costly riots. Later, a

M

MU

r

B.

AUIMTOR GENERA!

m

period,

mmWt

YOU

mac*e

the surly prisoners

bought them steak, ice cream and
other favors for their promise to be "good
and

m

boys m

the future!

WTO CONTROLS OUR GOVERNOR?

*

Sgt. ond Mrs. Eorl 6ykstro

(Richmond photo)

Establishedin their home in skirt was a wide border of emWashington,
D. C., are Sgt. and broidery edged with lace. Her
First
11 15 held the first week in November
fingertiplength veil was attached
Total
139 226 md a meettyg of the art study Mrs. Earl Dykstra who were unitto a cap trimmed with seed pearls.
Yards
70 183
ed in marriage Friday evening,
She carried a white Bible with
Yards
69 43
Oct. 3, at Calvin Seminary chapel.
white roses and pink pompons.
Passes
17 12
Tackles— Caruso, Guntle, PhilThe bride is -the former Lois
Her attendant was attired in a
Passes
4 lips, Walz.
Kooienga, daughter of Mr. and gown of dark green organdy over
2
Guards — Smith, Stephenson, Mrs. Dick Kooienga, Wilson Ave.
taffeta dt-signedwith a full skirt
Number of
5 Overton.
Grand Rapids, and the groom is and filled bodice with a bertha
Punting Average
36.4 38.8
Center— 5t. Aubin.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
coUar. She wore a matchinghead3
Bbdcs— Lingle, Gebhard, Gillen, Dykstra of Holland.
piece and carried a colonial bouFumbles
3 Peering, McGinnis.
In the wedding party were Miss quet of yellow roses.
70 25
Donna Kooienga, sister of the Presiding as master and misbride, as maid of honor; La Verne
HoUaod
tress of ceremonies at the reeption
Pastenger Injured
Dykstra, the groom's brother,
Ends— Boeve, Israels, Bos, WlegMartin ChrispeU, Jr., *17, of best man; Roger Kooienga, broth- held in De Wit’s kitchen were Mr.
erink.
and Mrs. R. Miedema, Also assistTackle*— Lubbers, Pippei, Rog- route 4, was treated at HoUand er of the bride, and Robert Dyk- ing were Miss Lillian Hoogewind,
iwspital for facial lacerationsfol- stra, brother of the groom, ushers.
ers, Kolean.
Miss Esther Sikkema, Miss Betty
lowing a traffic accident at 10:15
The Rev. John A. Keys officiat> Guards— R^ak, Victor, Yskes,
p m. Friday at the corner of Lake- ed at the ceremony and wedding Heemstra, Miss Donna Helder,
De Free, Scheerhoren.
Miss Ella Mae Korhom, Miss
v Centers— Timmer, Duane Grts- wood Blvd. and North River Ave. music was furnished by Miss Isla Elene Boelema, Miss Elaenor
He
, was dischargedafter treatStegink who also accompaniedthe
en, Hoeksema.
Datema and Mrs. FrederickMcment. ChrispeU was riding in a singer, Martin Stegink.
Backs - Visscher. Van Dyke,
Donald. car driven by Km Vanden Brink,
For her wedding the bride Sgt. Dykstra is stationed with
Kempker, Fendt, Mack.
17, of 611 Lakewood Blvd., when chose a white organdy gown over
Dowagise
the Air Force. Their address is
me auto crashed into a tree, taffeta styled with a fitted em- 7802
Ends
Springsteen, Fcnisr,
Alpine St., Apt. 1 Di*t.
’.j^nageto tfae oar waa Judged at broideredbodice with a square
Garland.
Apts, Washington, 19,

Downs
Yardage

groups

special

Speaking before members of group at the home of Mrs. Brown
Holland branch, American Asso- Nov. 3. Those interestedare asked
to call Mrs. Stuart Padnos. Mrs.
ciation of University
George Pelgrim was appointed
Thursday night in Durfee hall,
chairman of the "Our Town"
Mrs. George Nordhouse of Grand scrapbook project.
Haven called the United Nations
The branch will meet Nov. 20
the greatest machinery for peabe to hear Guy Vander Jagt, student
yet devised. There is nothing ambassador, according to Mrs.
Vincent Martineau, program chairwrong with the organization,she man.
said. If there has been lack of acRefreshmentswere in charge of
tion, it may be laid to the failure Mrs. George Pelgrim, Mrs. Clyde
of its member nations to co-oper- Geerlings and their committee.

Holland man was offside, and although the clock had run out, the peace. ,
Chiefs got one more play. This
Briefly outlining its functions,
time, starting from the Dutch 10, the speaker emphasizedthe essenthe play was good. Everyone faded tial need for suchyan organization
to the right except Gebhard vfrho as the UN. "We 'are living in an
went to the left, stood alone on atomic age where distance is no
the five, caught a Lingle pass and protection,"she said "and since
strolled into the end zone un- two world wars have proved that
molested. Mickey Ferrier’s boot economic and social evils are the
from placementwas good and the foremost causes of war, the world
must have freedom from fear and
score was knotted 7-7.
In the second half, Holland freedom from want."
made another drive the first time Although hamstrung from birth
the Dutch got the ball Kempker by the stupendous tasks facing it
got the ball rolling with a 20-yani —peace had not yet been made—
punt return to the Dowagiac 40. the United Nations can eventually
Holland moved to the Chief 14 bt successful, prophesied Mrs.
mainly on Van Dyke’s passes be- Nordhouse.Citing its accomplishfore a bad center toss resulted in ment in economic and social
a 12-yard loss and a 15-yard pen- fields, the speaker saw no need
alty put the final damper on the for pessimism, and she urged the
drive.''
women to show interestat every
Dowagiac’s two drives both opportunity.Do not underestimate
came in the second half. In the the power of world public opinion,
third stanza, the Chiefs drove on which nas already brought settlethe ground from their own 10 ment of numerous internationalinto the Holland 35 where the cidents through the Ufy she said.
Dutch line held firm just inches
Mrs. Nordhouse, introducedby
short of a first down. In the fourth Mrs. Henry Steffens,branch pres-

ties.

special

H

Rushing _
Attempted
Completed 8
Intercepted 2
Punts 5
'
2
Recovered 2

Passing

Find out who ordered him to open the prison
gates for a goon-squad leader convicted of
destroying property. Find out who ordered
him to veto the "Good Roads Program” to
Michigan out of the mud. Findout who
woered him to veto the loyalty board charter amendment to Detroit'scity charter and
•old him not to let the legislatureconsider
to communist laws sa a special session.

THESE SPECIAL GROUPS can get favors
and

privileges from the Governor’s office
because they "control” the Governor. He
owes allegianceto them because they are the
back-bone of his support. They are not interested in what is good for the State of Michigan but only in what will further their own
ambitions and lust for power. These groups
are controlled by a few men who dictate
policy and act as politicaladvisors to the
Governor. They are responsible to nobody
but themselves. This secret political boesiam
in Michigan must end!

SURE, YOU’RE BURNED UP! Well, do
somethingabout it, this time! Get Michigan
State Government back in working, dosomething order! Show them you •mean it,
by voting straight Republican ... on

D. HALE BRAKE
STATE TREASURER

November 4th!
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Sunday School
Sharp Increase

Lesson
October 26, 1952
Doing God'a Will

In

Matthew 7:12, 15-27
By Henry Geerlings
It is nineteen centuriessinee
Jesus lived on earth and taught

Plans for Drive

His great truths for people to live
by But His example and teachings are more observed today
than ever. He has not become out
of date. When men want to find

a

true standard for measuring

Sentinel

we

His methods. As long as
live
Printing Co. Offiie 54-.V)
Wret Eighth Street, Hol- next to people we will he in need
land. Michigan.
of much guidance. Most of the
troubles that

Entered

come are because

eecond class matter at
post office at Holland.Mich., some one failed to observe the
under the Act of Cor.gresvMarch J. rules. Most of the losses can be
1S79.

the

traced to following wrong suggesW. A. BUTLER. Buslnett Manager tions or reaching faulty decisions.
Jesus warns as w?ll as encourTelephone — News Items 3193
Advertising «nd Subscription!. 3191

The

publisher shall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing
anv advertising unless
proof of
luch advertisement shall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for correction with
luch errors or corrections notea
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted is not corrected,
publishers liability snail not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupiedby the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver-

a

tisement

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 53 00; Six months SXOO;
‘three months. 51.00; Single copy 10c.
Subscriptions pay aide In advance and
will be promptly discontinued If not
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
reporting promptly any li regularity
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.

ages and

inspires. Every good
teacher does. Life has its dangers
as well as its safety zones. It is
not easy to live— if one wants to
live greatly and truly. One is always facing dangers and difficulties. There is always some one
waiting around the comer to mislead and deceive. Not all teachers
are reliable. Not all preachers
and prophets are trustworthy and
disciplesof the truth.
Jesus very well knew this. He
knew there were false teachers

and prophets and thtre always
would be. Hence He solemnly
warned His hearers then and now
against them. But at once the
question arises who are false and
who are true. All claim to be
true. All feel

or

may

feel they

THE APPEAL THAT FAILED

have a message which the world
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, con- must hear.
The man who has any measure
victed atomic spies, have lost their
of truth may be God's prophet.
last chance to escape the electric False or true* does not turn on
chair. The supreme court of the whether the man proclaimstruth
United States has rejected their as we do and as we see it, but
appeal, and that decision seems to rather on whether he is preaching
falsehood in the name of truth or
doom them to the chair, unless of not. His orthodoxyis not to be
course the presidentof the United tested by our creed and our opinStates should eventually commute ion but by his inner life. Heart has
more to do with it than head. What
their death sentences.
It must have taken considerable has that what he is preaching done
courage for. the members of the for him? There always have been
supreme court to rule as they did. wolves that have paraded i n
After all, it meant almost certain sheep’s clothing.
Mere pious professions get us
electricutionfor a man and a woman, the parents of children.But nowhere in spiritual thinking. A
a court that did not have the sta- man’s true nature cannot be hidmina to send convicted traitors to den from the all seeing eye of
their death would hardly deserve Jesus. He cannot be deceived. Pretenses serve as no recommendapublic respect.
That strenuous efforts will be tions to Him. They , furnish no
nlade by the socalled "liberals" to keys to unlock the doors of His
save the Rosenbergs from the elec- kingdom. A man is what he is
•

The sharp unexpected increase In
summer has spurTed local and national polio leaders to start organizational work
now for the neat March of Dimes
drive which from ‘all indications
must be the biggest, in history .
These facts were brought forcibly to attentionof a delegation of
Ottawa county polio loaders4't a
regional pre-campaignmeeting in'
Chicago a short time ago. Attending from the local chapter were
Lt. Verne Dagen county chairman,
and Mrs. Dagen; Charles K. Bugielski, treasurer; Charles Zeerip,
Zeeland chairman,and Mrs. Zeerip; Mrs. Loretta De Weerd, secretary, and Mrs. Arlyne Welling of
Holland.
The local delegation heard both
good and bad news at the meeting.
A staggeringtotal of 4.000 new
cases a week at summer’s end piled up a burdensometotal, and
Before a cheering crowd of several hundred specthere were indications 1952 will
tators last night, Barbara Brinks, Hope college
have more than 50.000 cases, far
sophomore from Jenison was crowned' queen of
exceeding the record-breaking year
the annual Hope homecoming celebrationby footof 1949. The drain on chapter ball captain Lloyd Beekman. Queen Brinks refunds has been terrific.
ceived her robes of office In a bonfire ceremony
• Plans are being made to recruit
In the Pine Grove on the Hope campus. Sitting
the greatest force of workers ever
enrolled in the March of Dimes so
that the drive Jan. 2 through 31
will raise the added funds needed.
As of Oct. 4. , a total of 42,372 case* were recorded,compared
with 21.775 for the same period
last year. The national foundation
The cast of characters has been
is assistinghundreds of chapters
announced for the comedy by
that have exhausted their funds.
To date this year, funds to aid Louis Nertz and Armand Friedchapters total $5,790,368.Emerg- man, "Go Ahead,” annual fall
encies have been met with 1.667 production of Chad Guild, Chrisiron lungs, 456 hot pack machines. tian high alumni dramatics, which
Nurses sent to critical areas now
will be presented Nov. 26, 27, 28
total 1,166 with many more needin the Woman's Literary club
ed.
Crippling effects of polio have house.
been greatly reduced due to Taking the leading roles will
prompt diagnosis and improved be George Knoll as Jacob Sticgpolk) cases last

The Home of the
conduct they go to Him. If they
H.illand City New*
PuhllihedEvery Thur«- seek a way out of sin they consult

(day by the

Polk) Sp urs

The tug-of-warbetween two 18-man team* of Hope college sophomore! and freahmen finally ended in a draw yesterday after nearly
two hours of grunting and groaning. Accordingto officials, who
called off the match at 5:40 p.m., both sides were to remain In
shallow holes holdingfast to the rope for 15 minutes, then stand up
and pull until one team ends in the river. Everything went wfell
until It came time to stand. Neither side would stand up to pull,
but continued the struggle from their holes. Results: The rope
moved one way and then the other at most a few feet and hundreds
of fans braving the. chilly weather went home disappointed.The
livest part of the match was a brief struggle between a freahmen
and a couple of sophomores high in a tree. The tree came out second
best losing severalbranches. Pictured above it part of the freahmen
team pulling from their
(Sentinel photo)

holes.

Hope College Welcomes
Alumni Bock to Campus

for a picture before leaving Durfee hall Friday
night are, (left to.rlght)Winnie K«opsen, Kalamazoo; Nan Johnson, Fenton; Connie Boersma Hinga, Holland; Ann Ver Ijleulen, Grand

Rapids; Carole Hoffs, Lake Odessa: Queen
Brinks; Lois Tornga, Grand Rapids; and Barbara
Lowing, Hudsonville. (Sentinel photo)

Engaged

Announce Cast

Optimist Speaker

For “Go Ahead”

Cites

Youth Work

Harold S. "Zip” Morgan, director of municipal recreation for
the City of Milwaukee,was guest
speaker at the regular Optimist
club meeting Monday. Morgan also
Is immediate past director of the
Boy’s Work council of Optimist
International.
Citing the present cost of crime

and Len Kraker as Maurice
as more than $17 billion annually, ,
Koppler. Action centers around
Morgan said the goal ot Optimism
Barbara Brinks. Hope college
this domino playing pair who,
is to work with boys and try to
sophomore from Jenison. was
with their individualmannerisms,
prevent their growing Up as delincrowned queen of the annual Hope
"Mothers’ March on Polio" in provide many a laugh and comquents and criminals. A recent
homecoming celebrationFriday
which more than 2.000.000women plex situation. The two elderly
statementfrom J. Edgar Hoover
night by Football Captain Lloyd
are expected to participate.
Jews, Stieglitz and Koppler, quarcongratulatedOptimists on the
Beekman, Grand Haven senior and
Those attending the meeting re* rel constantly at the slightest exwonderful job they ha\*e done with
ali-MIAA guard.
thousands of boys. Morgan said
presented the states of Illinois.In- cuse. Complicationsenter when
The coronation took place in an
Miss Lou Von Dyk#
500.000 boys were readied last
diana. Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Jacob Stieglitz becomes inspired
outdoor ceremony as part of the
Ohio and Wisconsin. %
with the urge to supply hli} son.
Mr and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke, year by Optimist clubs through
mass pep rally in advance of this
An interested highlight was an Dr. David Stieglitz, with pa- 101 CentennialSt., Zeeland, an- 210 various activities,including
afternoon’s homecoming football
address on "Research in Poliomye- tients.
nounce the engagement of their Junior Optimist clubs.
tric chair is certain. Those efforts and nothing more, facing the game at Riverview park at 2 p.m.
Morgan gav* this definition
(
litis’’ given by Dr. Gordon C.
Young Dr. David Stieglitz. Ja- daughter. lx>is. to Roger L. Vanhave been in progress for a long kingdom of God. He may deceive when Hope meets Albion.
Brown of the University of Michi- cob's son, and Zorah Koppler. der Meulen. son of Mr. and Mrs. a boy: "A boy is a bank where
time. The radical magazines have his fellowmenand may get the
Members of the queen’s court
gan.
Koppler'sdaughter, provide ’the B. Vander Meulen, 273 East 13th you may deposit your mast prebeen printihg bitter denunciations ear and attentionof the unwary ate Carole Hoffs. Lake Odessa;
romantic leads. These parts are St. Holland. Mr. Wander Meulen cious treasures— the hard won
wisdom, the dreams for a better
of the convictionof this man and and uncritical,but he is nothing Connie Boersma Hinga, Holland,
taken by Kenneth Bosman and is a sophomore at Hope colMembership Drive
world.
A boy can guard and prowoman and they have been calling but a wolf in sheep's clothing.
Winnie Koopsen. Kalamazoo; Ann
lege.
Miss
Van
Dyke
is
employ;
Mrs. Kenneth Bosman.
tect—those,and perhaps invest
it a case of political persecution.” We are living in a world where- Ver Meulen, Grand Rapids; BarHeld at Van Raalte
Mrs. Blau. Jacob's motherly ed in the office at Hart and
them wisely and win a profit — a
Now that the last hope for them in values cannot be mixed. Truth bara Lowing, Hudsonville;Lois
Copley.
housekeeperis Miss Sandra banprofit larger than you have ever
has faded, it may be assumed that is truth and a lie is a lie. They TomgA Grand Rapids, and Nan
Membership activities were held
ning. Rebecca Koppler played by
dreamed. A boy will inherit your
those forces will make redoubled show up ultimately. They reveal Johnson, Fenton.
at Van Raalte school on Tuesday
Mrs. Andrew Jonker is the socialworld. All your work will be judgafternoon with many mothers atVfforts. They have been collecting us in ail our naked ugliness.We
Chrysanthemumcorsages,added
ly ambitious wife of Mayrice City Tries
ed by him. Tomorrow he will take
funds to help the condemned trait- are living in a world wherein we color to (he downtown area as
tending the event.
your seat in congress, own your
Members of the sixth grade Koppler. Mrs. Harold Branderors and they may be expectedto are being tested and revealed. sororitysisters gathered for homecompany, run your town. The
in these coming breakfasts in local eating
Camp Fire group marched In as horst plays the part of Daffle.
* increase the tempo of such efforts. Jesus tries to tell us
ture is yours. Perhaps he deserves
they sang the "Camp Fire Girls’ flirty maid at the Koppler's
It may sound harsh to oppose words of our lesson today that places. The homecoming parade
Traffic
Vriesheim.
a little more of your attention
Law". Mrs. Egbert Gerritsen pre- home. Leo
Pfc. Chester D. Nykerk, son of
such efforts to have mercy shown mere professionalismand pretense at 10:30 a.m. brought out floats
now.” — *
sided aqd extended a welcome to Koppler's nephew is Harold RrnnMr. and Mrs. Francis Nykerk
to this father and mother who for will not stand in a world where from the various classes and soSome new keystone - shaped, President Rill Venhuizenpresidof route 5, recently took part
all the mothers. She introduced derhorst and ‘Miss Eleanor Iloogmonths hqve been living in death truth and honesty and sincerity cieties.
the following leaders and spon- land is the rich banker's daugh- bright yellow and black signs have ed at the business session. The
cells in Sing Sing prison. But if are final. The very foundation of
The annual tug-of-warFriday in the large scale war maneuvers “Exercise E q u I n o x,”
sors: Mrs. Joe Otting, Mrs. Jacob ter. The part of Mrs. Mary Ma- been install'd on two intersectionsspeaker presentedlapel pm and
the American people are to protect the world itself seems to be built afternoon,the first item of interest
which centered on the Rhine
Van Hoff, Jr., leaders, and Mrs. lone played by Mrs. Harold Van- in Holland, as iin attempt to furth- credentialsto Win ton H. Gibbons,
themselves against the greatest on truth and reality. Our very on the Homecomingprogram, ender traffic safety.
river In France and Germany.
newest club member. Next meetA. Vander Kqlk as sponsor of the der Ploeg is the comedy lole.
menace that has faced them as a physical world is a dependable and ed in a draw after nearly two
United
States
divisions
and
Right of way signs have been ing will be held at the Eten House
third,
grade
Blue
Birds;
Mrs.
AlPrompters
are
Miss
Coral
Robnation in all th$ir history they reliable world ultimately.Certain- hours of effort on the part of both
major French units took part
bert Waiters as leader of "Kleine berts and Miss Rose Geerlings. placed at College Ave. and the 10th annex.
will haw to loam to be somewhat ly the spiritualand moral world classes. It was a cold day, but
in the three-dayexercisewhich
Meisjes” Blue Birds with Mrs. Alfred Hietbrink is the director St. and 17th St. intersections.
is
not
less.
Men
must
be
true
and
hard*. After all, the Rosenbergs
bright sunshine kept the crowd in
was directed by French and
John De Kraker serving as spon- and Mrs. John Bouman is the as- These signs mean that cars travel- Pair Fined far Having
have been convicted in open court sincere men and honest men if fair comfort until the sun slipped
U.8. military men and was
ing on 10th and 17th must allow
of relaying atomic bomb secrets they are to have power.
near the horizon' at 5:30 p.m. closely observed by top French sor; Mrs. Ivan Wheaton and Mrs. sistant director.
Ira If ic on the other street to pass Pheasants Before Time
Walter
Hieftje
as
leaders
of
the
to a Russian spy ring which InSometimes we are liable ot Judges called the event quits at and U.S. military and civilian "Cheerful” Blue Birds; Mrs. Don
•>
through. But if there Is no trafcluded the convicted Britishscien think that Jesus is somewhat ar- 5^40 p.m.
leadera. Pfc. Nykerk, a 1948
fic on College Ave. then the other
Kraai and Mrs Don Rypma leaders Schools Reserve Night
GRAND
HAVEN (Special)
tist Klaus Fuchs.
bitrary. No, Jesus reveals things
graduate of Holland high
traffic need not stop.
Richard Balder, 23, of 609 Washof new Camp Fire group with Mrs.
This man and this woman did as they are, in the very nature of
For Church Youth Meets
achool, was inducted Into the
These two intersections were ington St., Grand Haven, and RayD. Sillivem , and Mrs. A Van
not murder anyone with their own things. He who was the truth HimArmy on Feb. 9. 1951. His
selected after a survey study of mond Hapon, 27, Marne, both
Raalte
as
sponsors; Mrs. Arthur
ALLEGAN
(Special)
In
anhands. If they had done to, and if self, the very incarnationof it, the
adress is Pfc. Chester D. NyCoffey and Mrs. Egbert Gerritsen, swer to criticism that extra-curri- traffic conditions by Police Chief charged with possession of pheathe crime had been committed in very life and soul of it, knew it
kerk US 55 098 402, Co. D
with Mrs. Frank Harbin sponsor- cular school activities left no eve- Jacob Van Hoff and City Manager sant before the opening of the seaa capital punishment state, most and felt ii and therefore attempts
118th Engr. Bn. (c), 43rd Inf.
ing the "Zanitakin"Camp Fire nings free for church youth meet- H. C. McClintock. During the past son, each paid $25 fine and $8
people; would regard their execu- to reveal it to men. Truth is so
Div., APO 112 c-o Postmaster,
group; Mrs. Don Kuite and Miss ings, the school board and the City year, Van Hoff said, these two costs. Both were arrested by ConShifts
into
New York, N.Y.
tion in the electric chair just. By serious a thing that one cannot
Mary Lou Van Dyke, new leaders Ministerial association agreed coiners, have been the scene of servation Officers Harold Bowhanding over atomic secrets to pretend to know it when he does
eight major accidents and many ditch Sunday in Tallmadge towmof the “Lewa” group with Mrs. Monday on one “free night.”
The big Red Feather sign was
their country’s potential enemy, not know it. He cannot pretend to
minor collisions.
ship.
Willis Welling sponsor. She menBridal Shower Honors
From now oh, according to Van Hoff said the right of wav
, they did something that is likely be in harmony with it when he is being put up. today outside Comtioned that Mrs. Don Rypma was
Balder paid the same penalty
Superintendent
of
Schools
Arthur
to lead to the death not for one not, when there is jto respoase of munity Chest headquarters in the Mrs. Ronald Walters
signs, which are not as drastic for improperly securing a resident
also the extension chairman.
Kaechele, there will .be no school
person but for many. The fact tnat his soul to it. Men cannot call Chamber of Commerce building to
ns stop signs, will show drivers license, not having lived here for
Mrs. Ronald Walters, the formMrs. Gerritsen then introduced
nearly a hundred and twenty thou- Jesus Lord when they are not of denote, progress in the 1952 Cam- er Barbara Oudemolen. was hon- Mrs. Albert Timmer who welcom- activities on Thursday nights. that the comer Is a bad one.
six months preceding the applicasand Americans have become cas- Jesus’ spirit and Jesus' charac- paign to raise $42,156 for charit- ored al a surprise shower given ed the following Blue Birds into Churchesthus will be able to plan
The new idea has been tried in tion for license. Balder, who came
ualties in the Korean "police ter. Lord is not a mere name or able and service organizations Friday evening by Mrs. Steve the program: Judy Baker, Judy events for youth on that night four or five different states and to Grand Haven from Chicago
action" is almost certainlyalready title. It is a character, a power, a which operate in Holland area.
Oudemolen and Mrs. George Balder, Virginia Sprick, Glenna without fear of conflict with school early recults,which seem favor- about two weeks ago. made a
one of the results of the treason person.
The Single Solicitation Plan Franks. 'The party was held at Vander .Ploeg, Patty Vander Kolk, plans.
able, still arc being studied.
false statement as to his residence
that such Americansas the Rosen- The pretender has no place in campaign, a program for indus- the Oudemolen home, 110 East Sharon Eumser, Paula Bow'erman, The announcementwas made by
when making application for hi*
borgs committed.Simple murder the kingdom of God and nowhere trial firms in which periodic pay- 16th St.
Mitzi Van Langevelde, Brenda the Rev. Alan Stansfeld.president Sugar content of the sap of license.
is relatively innocent compared else. Ultimately a man stands for roll reductions are made (or (ComMrs. Walters recently arrived Hamelink, Sarah Scott, Karla Ot- of the Allegan City Ministerial maple trees is from two to seven
Both were arraigned before Juswith such a crime. Sadly and re- just what he is. When time tears munity Chest and other charities, home from Arizona, where her ting, Carl Goodyke, Phyllis Laar- society.
per
,
tice George V. Hoffer Monday.
luctantlythe American people will off the masks there he is just as has already been completed and husband was stationed with the man, Patty Van Gelderen, Lois
have to loam to mete out appro- he is. And Jesus is trying to tell SSP funds arc expected to provide Air Force. He now is awaiting Van Hoff, Blair Bontekoe,Janice
priate punishmentto such enemies the world that we should learn about half of the total quota of overseas assignmentand she will Thomas.
of their country.
Blue Bird bows were presentthis lesson, that the world itself Community Chest. All deductions remain here with her parents.
Games were played at the party ed to the girls by the older Blue
has no place in it for the pretend- under SSP are matched by the
and duplicate prizes went to Mrs. Birds. Mothers of the girls were
er. Finally he stands forth as just firms involved.
Mrs. J. Vander Werf. secretary Wesley De Witt, Mrs. Herman recognized and Mrs. Timmer
what he is. There is nothing that
can save him from the realityof for the Chest work, said about Bob •»nd Mrs. Russell Newhouse. stated that parental interest and
(From Tuesday’* Sentinel)
$600 was reported this morning. Th. leases served a two-course cooperation were important in a
Miss AntoinetteSikkel of 63 self,
lunen.
youth program.
Jesus spoke the truths that must This representsonly a few reports.
Vest 17th St. left last Friday for
Guests Included the Mesdames
Mrs. Timmer presentedcertifigo
into the foundation of characLincoln, Neb., where she will
Hero Nienhuis, Al Nienhuis, Mar- cates to the following fifth grade
ter. Men hear and treat His words
spend 10 days with Mr. and Mrs.
vin Nienhuis, Herman Bos, John girls: Mary Jane Baumann. Cynin one way or another. Some lisPeter C. Sikkei and family.
Lorence, ' Elmer Nienhuis. Ken thia Borr, Myra Jane Harbin,
ten
and
try
to
obey.
Some
listen
n
Gerrit Yskes, RMSA. son of Mr.
Nienhuis. M. Percy Nienhuis, Wes- Karen Kraal, Linda Anne Lucas,
and
ignore
what
He
teaches.
To
and Mrs. Cornelius Yskes of 88
ley De Witt, Russell Newhouse, Carole Risselada, Nancy Rypma,
East 21st St. is serving aboard the show the outcome of our treatEd Taylor, William Kammeraad^ Joyce Sweet, Gail Van Raalte,
ment
of His teachings Jesus used
USS Seer AM-112 as a radioman.
Harvey Nienhuis, Elmer Nienhuis. Mary Welling, Joan Kay Bos,
He took his radio trainingat New- the account of two builders,each
Percy Knoll. Marvin Knoll and Sharon Silleven, and Diane La
port. R.I. Yskes enlisted in the eager to erect a home for himself.
Roy Walters and the Misses Shir- BouH.
One
pays
careful
heeu
to
every. Navy last January.
ley Nienhuis,Audrey Newhouse
Judith Rummler, a transfer
and HenriettaBrinkman.
Red Cross Gray Ladies who thing. taking time to locate properfrom Waukazoo School, and Mariserved at the Veterans Adminis- ly and to lay the foundation safelyn Petersen were Welcomed as
Hospital Notes
tration hospita' at Fort Custer ly. His structure stands firm and
new members. Mothers placed the(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
Monday were the Mesdames John unshaken when the storms come.
ties on their daughtersin an imThe other takes the easier,
Admitted to Holland hospital pressive ceremony. The program
Harthorn, Walter Van Bemmelen,
Monday were Jeane Nies, 20 East closed with group singing.
John Van Putten, William F. Nor- quicker, the more popular way
and pays little attentionto the lo23rd St.; Mrs. Robert Koop, 219
lin, all of Holland and Mrs. GerWest 19th St,
trude De Weerd of Hudsonville. cation or foundation of his house.
Disorderly Sentence
But his house is shattered before
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Corp. Bernard Wiersma returnGrand Haven (Special)— WilBernard Stygatraand baby, 334
ed home Sunday with m discharge the driving winds. What Jesus
wants us to learn is that we must
Elm; Mrs. Marvin Van Doomik liam Hula, 18, Grand Haven
after three years in the U. S.
and baby, route 1; Mrs. Jay De charged by city police for beinj'
Army, of which 13 months were take Him seriouslywhen He gives
Jongh, 268 East Hth St.; Mrs. disorderly at a teen-age dance it
^>ent in Korea in the early stages us rules for daily living. He expects us to think about what He
Fred Handwerg and baby, 360 East the VFW hall on Fulton St. Friof the war. He has been back in
tells us and to do .our best to
Sixth St.; Mns. Sidney Woudstra day night, was sentencedby justhe United States for more than a
tice T. A. Hasted Saturday
and baby, 311 West 18th St.
year. He U a son of Mr, and Mrs. build our lives according to the
Hospital births include a daugh- to pay $25 fine, $21.35 costs and
Ben Wiersoma.*264 West 17th SU directionsHe gives us. He warns
us against failing to obey the
ter, Nancy Gay. bom Monday to serve 30 days in the county jail.
Pic. Gordoij G. Gruppen, son of
rules.
Miss Arloo Mot Boerigter
Mr. and Mrs. William Riemersma, If the fine and costs are not paid
Mr. and Mrs. George Gruppen of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Boerig- Sr., 99 West 19th St. ; a son, Larry he will serve an additional 30
route 6 has been awarded the
The Mfenui Laarman farm on route 2 hat been
Ing season opsning early in November. Using a
ter of 25 West 14th St. announce J., bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs. days. Huls caused the officers
Combat Infantry badge while Marriage Licenset
the scene of conalderable activity the paat
shredder, the shocks art put Into the machine
the engagement of their daughter, Carl Wennersten,route 4, Wauka- considerable trouble and also
•erving with the 25th InfAntry
month. Laarman and hi* associates have been
which pulls off the ear* of corn, throws them
Ottawa County
division in Korea, according to the
Arloa Mae, to Paul R. Roels, son zoo; a daughter, Carol Lynn, bom damaged some of the equipment
putting In long days harvesting their esrly corn
onto a moving belt while the shredded stalks art
Army Home Town Nows center. Carl E. Burns, 23, Coopersville,of Mr. and Mrs. John Roels of Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Harold in the building which accounts
a month ahead of normal schedule ‘and answerblown Into th* barn through s long pipe. Taking
Pfc. Gruppen. an observer in Co. and Dolora Brown, 22, -route 1. 143 West 20th St,
Oetmari,'103 Clover St.; a daugh- for the stiff sentence imposeding dlebelltvlngneighbors still wslting to harvest
a few minutes rest are (left to right) George
^ 14th Infantry regiment, arrived Conklin. Billie D. Arbogast, 19,
ter, Joan Elaine, bom today to
their corn. Laarman said with the dry w.esther
Veldheer(on tractor),Leonard Koetsier, Manua
Korea in Jurje He entered the and Evelyn R. Urbanick, 16, both
Onions and asparagu* are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freehouse, New York City had its first fire- lately, his early corn Is plsnty ripe to harvest. Laarman, Neal Rue, Alvin Laarman and Vernon
i.
last November.
of Grand Haven.
members of
family.
route 1, Holland*
boat in 1800.
Ha admitted the burry, waa also^ue to deer huntVeldheer.
(SeutiuefctfpUoto)
tratment sponsoredby the March
of Dimes.
One of the features of' the 1953
campaign will be an expanded
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Local Classis

Bumips

GE Products Sold

Hear Chinese Evangelist
A large audience of chldren
from various Christian Reformed
churches of Holland Classis gathered In FourteenthStreet Christian Reformed church Sunday
afternoon to hear Miss Ruby Liu,
Chinese evangelist.Miss Liu, who
is enrolled as a student at Calvin

(From Friday’*

By Essenburg Co.
Hunters Pay

b

Fmes

Justice Court

hopes to- return to China
later with her- co-worker, Mias

college,

_ Three hunters, charged with
Wilhelmina Kalsbeek who has shooting ducks from a speedboat
•erved as a missionary for 27 in lake Macatawa,were among the
years in China.
14 persons appearing before Park
Miss Liu, dressed in native costume, presentedseveral Chinese Township JusticeC. C Wood durcurios to draw attention to the ing the past week.
sharp contrasts in the lives of
The three, hunters were Roger
____ _
American boys and girls to those Kuiken, 304 Washington 'BwL;
of the Chinese. She described the Leonard Lemmen, 616 Lawn Ave.;
great change that takes place and Bert Bruursma,4 South River
when piristianitytakes hold and Ave. Each was fined $27.40. *
Pleading guilty to malicious
she urged the children to pray
for their Chinese friends who can- destructionof property was Edwin
not gather for worship and who Elzingal 245 East Lincoln Ave.
would not dare to sing or pray or Elzinga was charged with damaging a buildingon the Holland Fish
express their opinions to anyone
and Game club grounds. He paid
for fear of the Communists.
a fine of $45.80.
Andy Buursma read scripture
Kenneth Lewis, route 1, West
and Mrs. John H. Timmer gave Olive, pleaded guilty to larceny
the opening prayer. Comet duets,
and was fined $29.30. The larceny
“Ir. the Garden" and "Come to
involved the taking of a wheel and
the Savior," were played by Ar- tire from the Reliable garage on
lyn Laming and Calvin Vander Aug. 9, according to court records.

Meyden with Beverly Vander

Other appliances at the store are

water heaters,television

Helen and Jean Kalsbeek sang a
Chinese hymn and Miss Wilhelmina Kaslbeek gave the closing
prayer.

Mrs. Oarence De Graaf presided at the meeting and Miss
Gertrude Beckman was organist.
In charge of ushering and the offering were Miriam Boven, Margaret and Marilyn Hoeve, Ruth
and Eleanor Grevengoed and
Sheryl Kragt.

exclusive vinyl and fabric upholstery combinations. Horsepower of the 1953 aeries, offered with
optional overdrive or Hydra-matic, hat been increased without affectingeconomy of operation.
This car la on dieplay at the United Motor Salsa.
723 MichiganAve., Holland.

Patsy Miller, vice president; Cecelia Skutnik, secretary; and
Maryann Fabiano,scribe.
The fifth grade Camp Fire group
of Harrington school chose Okizu
as the name for their group.
Plans for future meetings were
made. Mrs. Clarke Field is their

Paying speeding fines were

the pi- Alvin Borgman, 244 Lawrence
ano. Robert Cook gave the offer- Ave., Zeeland, $7; George Van
tory prayer. The offering for Ko- Hoovering, 159 Park Ave., Zee$109.36.

guardian.
First regular meeting of the Eha-wee . Camp Fire Girls of Pine
Creek school was held Thursday
afternoon.The following officers
were elected:Sheryl Brewer, president; Judy Johnson,., vice president; Linda Zimmer,' secretary;
Linda Olsen, scribe.Candy to sell
was distributed to each of the

land, $7 and Gerald Kuipers. 41
North State St., Zeeland excessive The Pleasant' Blue Birds of
speed at night under conditions, Washington school had their first
meeting at the home of Mrs. Jack
there fined were Johnnie De Leenhouts.The following officers
Jonge, route 2, Zeeland, driving on were chosen: Janet Conrad, chairleft shoulder,$7. Marshall H. Fer- man; Marthena Bosch, housekeeprell. stop sign. Addison Aye., $5; er; Thelma Leenhouts. scribe.
Bemie VanderVusse,route 4, stop Songs were sung and plans were
sign, $5; Albert C. VerBeek.route made for the Hobo Hike Mrs. girls.
elai
1, ZeeTand,
stop light, $12; Willard Gordon Groenewoud and Mrs.
Schaap, 93 West 28th St., no li- Leenhoutsare their leaders.
cense on truck tractor, $8.90; Isla
Pamela Willis, scribe of the

Haringsma, 299 West 17th St., Sunny Blue Birds of Longfellow,
stop light and stop sign resulting
reports that they meet at the

Fennville

found to lx? splintered.Heavilin
struck his climber in the pole hut
the splint <6 broke and he foil 18
foot. He struck on his feet', but
the fon-e of the fall broke two
vertebrae in the back of his neck.
He will have to wear a cast for
an extendedtime.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamiltonand
Jimmy of Lansing spent the weekend with her mother, Mrs. Margaret Sheard.

and

$3,554,402.80, according to a report

on

Gov. G. Mennen Williams and
members of the legislature latt

North Holland Bureau

—

Public installation of officersof units, gravity furnaces, boilers
Koops.
954.52 and conservation,$488.50.
steam and hot water— triple serThe farm bureau later plans to
Allegan county’s breakdownwas:
vice hot water systems and unit conduct demonstrationson the

Bethel chapter OES was held
Thursday evening in the Masonic
temple. Installing officer was Mrs.
Charles Luplow; marshal. Mrs. Edward F. Foster; chaplain,Mrs.
Charles Green; organist,Mrs.
Henry Johnson; assistant marshal,

General government. $377,553.69;

heaters.

voting machines before the Nov.
The Essenburg Electric Co. has 4 election.
been in the heating business for
more than 20 years. Their service According to law, the least
department assists customers In number of persona that can creMrs. Carl Walter. Officerslastall- servicing and repairing motors ate a riot ia three.
ed were worthy matron. Mrs. Law- and electricalappliances and also
renee D. Sackctt; worthy patron, engages in commercial and indua<

4

Ind.

last week.

Promotes 3rd Proposal

in accident,$12.

..

final figures benefiting local

units of government submitted by
ControllerRobert F. Steadman to

the

(From Tuesday’# Sentinel)
Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Hutchin- Arthur Sanford; associatematron, trial wiring.
home of their leader, Mrs. Rene
son
were
given a surprise house- Mrs. Mathew Wohlert;, associate A full line of stock is on display
Willis, with Barbara Kouw presidArranged in Allegan
warming in their new home Satur- patron, Louis A. Johnson; secre- at the store at 51 West Eighth St.
ing as chairman. Songs were sung
Food Prices Expected
day by about 30 friends.Games tary, Mrs. Robert Keag; treas- Come in and see it.
ALLEGAN (Special)— The first
and plans were made for a Halurer. Mrs. Margaret Sheard; confall meeting of the 4-H leaders To Stay at Current Level
loween party. At their previous were played and refreshments ductivss, Mrs. Frank Keag; asvwre
served
by
Mrs.
Frank
Stevorganizationis scheduled next
WASHINGTON (UP) - Retail meeting, the girls enjoyed a pic- ens and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard sociate conductress, Mrs. Harold Demonstrations Planned
Monday at 8 p.m. in Griswold
nic and hike to Holt’s lake. Mrs.
Johnson:chaplain, Mrs. Kenneth For Christmas Meetings
food prices next year are likely
Auditorium.
Willis and Mrs. Carl Borlace Scheerhom, hosts for the party. A
to average about the same as in
gilt wiis presented to the honored Hutchinson; ^marshal, Mrs. CharGothing leaders will meet with
accompanied them.
les Collins; organist, Mrs. Mayme
ALLEGAN, (Special)— Gift* to
1952, the Agriculture Department
couple from the group.
Mis* Mary E. Bullis, Allegan counThe Friendly Blue Birds of St.
said today.
Claude
Hutchinson
fell in his Bill; Adah, Miss Jane Anne Col- buy and make decorationsand
ty home extension agent, and disFrancis school visited the fire and
- --.--i home and fractured his left shoul- lins; Ruth, Mrs. Keith Landsburg; wrappingswill be demonstratedat
cuss methods and requirements In a report on the national food
situation, the department said 1953 pohee station on Oct. 6. At then* blade. Fqllowing x-rays taken Esther, Mrs. Irwin Hutchins; Mar- three Christmasmeetings in Allefor the clothing and, food preparafood supplies should be "at least" last meeting they were the guests at Holland hospital the fracture tha, Mrs. Lawrence Hutchins; El- gan county, according to Mary E.
tion projects.There also will be
as large as In the past three years, of Mrs. George Good at her cot- was reduced by hjs attending phy- ecta. Mrs. Gordon -Babbitt: warder, Bullis, Allegan county home exdiscussionon selectionand fitting
tage. Here they hiked through the sician. Sunday he was visited 'by Miss Marion Stokes; sentinel, Wil- tension agent.
and
possibly even larger.a pattern.
The first meeting will be held at
It said continued strong demand woods and hills. Margo Culver his son-in-law and daughter, Mr. liam Northgrace.
Handicraft leaders will meet
1:30 p.m. Friday, at Wayland
and furtherrises in processing and treated to celebrate her birthday. and Mrs. Alton Milteer of Gary
Prior
to
the
installation
a
musiwith the club agent to discuss
marketingcharges will keep retail The Chirping Blue Birds of
cal program was given with sev- school cafeteria; the second will
teaching devices for 4-H handiprices near their current levels, Harringtonschool have had sevMr. and Mrs. Charles King were eral selections from the Black be at 2 p.m. Monday, Oct.' 27, at
craft members as well as instruceven if production increases.
eral meetings. The have learned called to Kalamazoo Sunday by the Hawk band under the direction the American Legion hall in
tion, methods and types of matIt
forecast
some
change*
in songs, held a Mothers' Tea. and illness of her mother, Mrs. }. C. of John Klieman; cornet solo, Saugatuck, and the last of the
,
prices of individual commodities. were welcomed into Blue Birds. Cartinson,who had suffered a Clarence Tyink; piano duets, Mrs. series wiU be at 2 p.m. Wedne*Planning the program for the
Prices of turkey, eggs, butter, At their last meeting the follow- heart attack.
Harold Johnson and Miss Jane day. Nov. 12, at Griswold Audiwinter and fitting recreation into
some cereal products, dry beans ing officers were elected:Rochelle Mrs. Elver Bailey entered Doug- Ann Collins; vocal solos, Mls^ Lil- torium in Allegan.
the winter program also will be
and peas and canned ver ables Smeenge, president ; Beverly las hospitalFriday and submitted lia Ibarra. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Librarians, Mrs. Henry Peter^
discussed.
are likely to run higher ne . year, Hulst, vice president; Sally Zoer- to major surgery Saturday 'morn- Collias were given their past of- son of Wayland, Claxton Helm* of
while beef, veal, lamb, chicken, hof. scribe. Mrs. Don Derks, Mrs. ing.
ficer jewels and gifts from .their Allegan and Mrs. George Ferry of
fish, frozen fruit juices and fresh James Walters, and Mrs. Ernest
Second Lt. James Moores and officers and chapter. Mr. Collias Saugatuck will assist with displays
vegetables may sell for a little less Zoerhof are the leaders of this wife of Holt visited from Wednes- was given a jewel formerly worn of books for children and book* to
than in 1952.
group.
day until Friday in the Carl Walt- by his teacher, the late Professor read aloud.
The Perky Singing Blue Birds er home. Lf. Moores is on a 30- Walter Sheehan.Later they were All women of the county are inThe New York City public li- met Monday evening at the home day leave after which he will leave both welcomed into the Past Mat- vited to attend these meetings.
brary Is the largest public libra- of their leader.Mrs. R. A. DeWitt. this week for Californiawhere he roas and Past Patrons club.
ry in the United States.
Mary Lou Koeman’s mother, Mrs. will be shipp'd to Yokohoma, JapMrs. Lottie King. Mrs. Carl Marriage Licenses
Care Called For and Delivered
Louis Koeman, assisted and serv- an.
Walter and Mrs. Lawrence D. Sac(From Tupxday'eSentinel)
ed a treat. Patsy Haynes was welThe fire department was called kett went to Bay City Monday to
Ottawa County
Good Selection — Used
comed as a new member. After out Thursday afternoon to exting- attend the State Assembly of ReH.
B.
Oscar Fournier, 26, Milwaukee,
practicing their song, they went uish a blaze in the parage of Fred
bekah sessions through Wedneson a hike and gatheredmaterial Wuis. The garage, located orily a day. Mrs. King and Mrs. Walter and Georgia Clark, 21, Grand
Haven.
to be used at future meetings, re- few feet from - ihe house, was
end
Don Hartgerlnk — Herm Blok
are delegates from , Radient Reports scribe, Nancy DeWard.
completely gutted inside,and all bekah lodge. They were accompan125 W. 8th
Phone 7777
The Blue Sky Blue Birds of storm windows and screens stored ied by Mrs. Ocie Voss arid Mrs.
Maplewood school had a wiener there. It is believed to have been Philfip Derr of Saugatuck lodge.
Steam Cleaning
roast at Kollen park on Monday caused by combustion.
Motore and Tractore
Mrs. Lou Burch of Rives Juncafternoon. Susan Severson, presiAnother alarm was answered tion vilsted Mrs. Lola Jackson
dent, conducted a short business Saturday nijfht at 11 p.m. .when
Thursday. She was also a guest of
AVE.
meeting.Each girl answered roll the house on thr- late Todd Lewis the WSCS which met at the home
call by naming a bird. Mrs. An- place, near the dump, and occupied
of Mrs. Walter Hicks Thursday
HEATING It AIR CONDITIONING
drew Koeman, the leader and by his step-son Ford Ransom, was afternoon.
N,
831
Lincoln
Phone 9210 Mrs. Eldred Belland, the sponsor, completely destroyed.
The Lennox Fumoce ComRobert Jackson spent the weekwere present.
pany, worlds largest manuMrs. Florence Johnson, 70, of end in Chicago with his mother,
facturing engineers of warm
Judy Van Liore, scribe of the Grand Rapids, died in her sleep Mrs Harry Rohinaugh. His granda i
heating equipment
Flying Blue Birds of Longfellow, while resting Friday afternoon.
mother, Mrs. Lola Jackson visited
mokes a heating system to
reports they helped with the dec- Mrs. Johnson, was the daughter of
Dutck-Kraft
meanwhile with Mrs. Eva Stillson
IRON and METAL CO.
fit your individual requireorations for the tables at their the late Dr. and Mrs. Norman in South Haven.
You’ll Glory In
ments for gas, oil, or coal.
meeting preceedingthe Fly-up. Cranmer and lived her^ many
120 River Av^,
Mrs Ida Martin assorted Mrs.
Lennox dealers are foctoryMrs. Harold Klaasen and Mrs. G. years as a young girl. She Is surYour Walls
Hicks
at entertaining the WSCS.
traiped heating experts.
E. Stephens are their leaders.
by one son. C. W, Johnson of There were 24 present.Mrs. Garth
On Sept. 29, the Helpful Blue vived
Won-Kola
Lawton.
At Your Service
Smith presented the lesson and
Birds of Longfellowschool went
John Heavilin is recuperating devotions. Group singing was inDay or Night
Sensitlonal new oil bate paint on a hike and carried a trail
from a fall jn the Douglas hospi- terspersed with a duct by Mrs.
that covert over any surface In
lunch. Mrs. Don Thomas, their
tal. Heavilin, an employe of Con- Wayne Woodby and Mrs. Edward
ono coat Dries In 2 hours.
leader, and Mrs. Kolkman accomsumers Power company, was Grams, "Should God Forget."
panied them. On Oct. 6 they met
climbihga pole that later was Gifts were dedicated to Week of (SERVED FAMILY STYLE
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
at the home of their leader and
—NOT A SIDELINE
ALL YOU CAN EAT)
Self Denial and World Prayer. Redecorated boxes. At their last
ELECTRIC
freshments were served during the
120 River
Ph. 6-6828
meeting on Oct. 13, they finished
if Food
Most Reasonable
50 Weot 8th
Phone 4811 their boxes and made plans for the
social hour. The group will hold
Privott Dining Room tor Parties
their
bazaar
in
December.
Hobo Hike. Kathleen Egger^ is

4-H Leaden Meeting

LANSING — Ottawa county ro>
ceived $4,248,124.08in payment!
from the state during fiscal 195152, and Allegan county rto4ived

Steadman’s report showed total
payments
from the state to local
The North Holland Farm Budeep freeze.
reau Is mailing som4 700 cards units amounting to $393,601,101.80.
With (he coming of cold weath- to the residents in 12 school dis- This was 60 per cent of total
state expenditures,from all operer, residents are mindful of their tricts in that area to acquaint
ating funds, of $655,512,382.60.
heating equipment. The Timken the people with the issues on the
When the general fund is consilem automatic oil burner is now second and third proposals which
sidered separately, $322,762,138.78
on sale at th^; Essenburg Co. which will appear on the Nov. 4 ballot
during 1951-52 went for payment!
also handles Duo-Therm heating Hie reapportionmentissue was
benefitinglocal units of governunits.
discussed in detail at a meeting
ment. This amount* is 63.9 per cent
The Timken silent automatic has of the bureau Thursday,with all
at total expendituresfrom that
been tested and proved in thous- members definitelyfavoring proands of homes throughout the posal No. 3 which provides a new fund, which were $505,119,803.06.
More than half of the local benecountry. Its burner has been des- reapportionment
program on the fits from the general fund went to
cribed as a wall-flame burner be- basis of both population and disthe school districts of the state.
cause its blue-hot flame Is scienti- tricts. somewhat on the manner
Breakdown of payments to Ottafically deflected to all sides of the of the U. S. Congress. Proposal
wa county was as follows: General
combustion chamber by a chrome- No. 2 would give four counties In
government, $585,572.32; Education,
iron deflector.
the southeastern part of Michigan $1,930,579.59; .public health, $53.Also in the heating line is the control of both the senate and
282.54; public welfare service,
Janitrolequipment which includes the house in Lansing, according
$843,676.80; highways, etc., $817,.
winter air conditioners,forced air to Discussion Leader Edward
569.81; regulatory services, $16,ironers, disposal units

More horsepower under the hood and now chroihs
trim which accents sweepingbody lines are feature! of the Kaiser for 1953. Described aa the
world’a first "safety first’’automobile, all of the
new Kaiaea models are equipped with richly cushioned safety dash panels which harmonize with

sets,

Papents

To Local Units

Rapids.

Meyden accompanying at
rean children totaled

Fiscal

washers.

......

Determines

State

Sentinel)

The Bumips Parent-Teachers associationheld its first meeting of
thi* ichool year Tuesday evening,
Oct. 14, In the schoolhouse. The
A full supply of Genera^ Elec- business meeting was held with
tric piquets is now being* sold, by the new president, George Geib,
the Essenburg Electric Co., ac- presiding.
Evangelistic services are being
cording to Mike Essenburg, owner
held this week at the local Methan<f manager4.
odist church with the Rev. Merle
Included among the new appli- Nichols of Dryden as the guest
ances are the GE range, various speaker.
Several of the local people were
sized refrigerators which feature
guests Thursday evening at the
the freezer unit across the entire
home of their friends. Mr. and
top; washers, dryers, dishwashers Mrs. George Bereza of Grand
•
and combinationsink and dish

|

erial.

LUBRICATION

education, $1,546,936.49;puhJic
health, $46,953.78;’ public welfare
service, $914,144.01; highways, etc.,
$651,680.68; regulatory services,
$11,762.71 end conservation, $5,371.44.

ft.

MAER0SE 8LASS PRODUCTS
ui

W*

lift

MIRRORS

—

00.

pim.

Min

CUSTOM MADE

(PLAIN - INORAVID OR ANTIQUIO)
TABLE AND DESK TOPS

-

PLATE GLASS

-

CRYSTAL

—

GREENHOUSE GLASS

WINDOW GLASS

INDUSTRIAL GLASS

THERMOPANIS

It

Happens Every 15 Seconds

STATE FARM MUTUAL
Pay* a Claim
EVERY 13

ON THI AVERAGE
SECONDS OP EVERY WORKING DAY.
BIN VAN LINTI, Aeeet

177 CollegeAvenue

Phone 7133

CAR WASHINR
BRAKE SERVICE
&

SUPER SERVICE

8t

EM'I

MACHINERY

We

ALWAYS BUYING

LINCOLN

Tasty Product*
At

FAIR PRICES

MATERIALS

Louis Padnos

r

CHICKEN
FISH or STEAK

Koop Heating

©

ESSENBURG

Ave.

CO.

8t

‘

- FRAZER

SERVICE

scribe of this group.
The Okiclyapi Camp Fire group
of Lakeview school met with their
leader, Mrs. Fred Davis, and their
sponsor, Mrs. Joe Jonker. They
All Makes
started working on their memory
' books. Jean Lamberts treated with
Authorized
a cake she made, reports scribe,
Chryaler-Plymouth Dealer
Sharon Van Noord. This week they
enjoyed a nature hike. Sara Jane
Sales
Bonnette treated the group.
25 W. 9th Street Phone 7242
Two weeks ago the Wetomachick
Camp Fire girls of Harrington
school went horseback riding. Mrs.
James Hardie, their guardian, accompanied them. Last week they
met at the home of Garnet Har
rington where they made plans for
a party. Sharon Boersma treated
the group, reports scribe, Elaine
Aalderink.
The first meeting of the AowaMya group gras held last Monday.
Repair All Kindt
Songs were sung and games were
played. The. followingofficers were
Off Leaky Roofs!
also elected: Sue Warner, president; Sara Dixon, vice president
We'll recover old roofs
Mickey Zickler, secretary;and
like new . . install new
Deanna Phillips, scribe. Miss Carones reasonably Estiolyn Miedema, the assistantleadmates furnished prompt*
er, and Mrs. Fern Dixon, the sponsor, directed the meeting.

Complett Service Department

S«fety-Stop Service

723-33 Michigan Avtnut

w

Phone 7225

, >

A

-.

' ’*

\

We

m

The Suawa group of Lakewood
school met last Monday at the
school. The girls learned the Camp
Fire Law, some of the songs, and
made, covers for their memory
booM, reports scribe,Wilma Morgan. Mrs. William Bowerman and
Mrs. A1 Hoving are the guardians

Decker Chevrolet,
RIVER

oUTH STREET

of this

Inc.
PHONE

2386

group.

•

The Tekakwitha group 6f St
Francis met with their leader.
Mrs. Joe Fabiano. The group
elected the

Roaa

following officers

Marie Parrish, president

geo.

MOOI
ROOFING GO:
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6Hi Street

PHONE 3826

We

2677

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

Also Operate The

On M40 and 89. Allefoa,Mick

PHONE

ENGINEERING

LOG CABIN

STEERING

/

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Qosed Sundays

BRAKES

'

-SL

Now Operated By
PAUL and EDNA VAN RAALTI
Across tram Post Office
Zeeland,Michigan

Haan Motor

URITED MOTOR SALES

AVI

ELZINRA A V0LKERS, INC.

THE HUB
Try Our

COMPLETE SERVICE

WILLYS - OVERLAND PRODUCTS

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
1M CENTRAL

—

ROAD

Maintain

High Quality

SCRAP

RARAGE

KAISER

GOODS

FRESH BAKED

FARM TRACTORS

CONSTRUCTION
M

laat ISA

tt

Phone

tm

Holland, Mick

ENGINE TUNE-UP

COOLING SYSTEM
Dependable Service

S.

A.

DAGEN,

WiMhc
Inc.

Anaoincsmenfs
tong aheets PRES with eaab

bmia

order ef Wedding Stationery.

Qe^cnd

~thi CmPuu:r~

Special
Prilling

K you carry fir# insurance, carry on ade-

CewMrclal

quate amount! Chock on
the present value of fuc-

R:

A
N

C

niture, rugs, jewelry,
furs,

clothing and silver-

ware. They can all be

damaged by

fire -

be

sure of replacement by

Prilling

Arrange that special buaL
ntsa appolntmant at Tha
Bier Kelder. Air-conditioned

with only nationallyadvti*
tised beveragta. Open for
yeur convenience from noon
until midnight

Insuring through us.

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

Let «i do all yotr printing)Quality preeswork, dependable
••rtrice,

prompt dtlhrory

• • • Mtfcfoction guaranteed!

*.r
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Ottawa Connty

VOLLEYS

Board Favors
Proposal No.

3

AMBUSH

Rep. Van Penrsem Slaps
Alternate CIO Plan;

GRAND'

HAVEN

(Special)

—

Ottawa Board of Supervisors
adopted a resolution Friday opproposal No. 3 in the reapportion-

‘

ment

Even the echool children In Zeeland were Com*
munlty Cheet conecious thl* week m they demon*
etrated by turning an ordinary scienceclaee lesson
into a lesson In humanity. Richard ,L. Hoodema’s
claaa was studying aerodynamics, the law of flight
to the uninitiated, and as a projectdecided to build

issue for Michigan in the

. Nov. 4 election.

Action followed a presentation
by State Rep. George M. Van
Peursem of Zeeland who explained
that the second proposal,common-

been crested by a single word.

k-

posing proposal No. 2 and favoring
i

Great victories in war have
been won by small details,and
great moments in hUtory have

M IL- IA

Resolution Adopted

1

known as the CIO plan, would
give four southeastern counties
which have 51.6 per cent of the
population control of the State
Senate as well as the House. Such
a plan, he said, would result in an

*

a kits. Construction of the five foot structurewas
flnlahed early list week, and as it happened to
coincide with the Cheat drlvs opening, the atu*
dents suggested appropriate decoratlone.The kite
sailed and so did the Chest drive, with preliminary
figure* nuehing near to the $8,600 goal.

Jy

Zeeland Chest Campaign
Rapidly Nearing Close

unbalanced Jegislature in that it
denies proper representation to
most of the counties of Michigan
With only about
while placing an unfair advantage ZEELAND
in the heavily populated counties. 1450 to go, Zeeland is nearing the
Proposal No. 3 Van Peursem ex- end of the 1952 Community Chest
plained,is more equitable in that
t
it provides for an apportionmentCampaisn w,th Sections Satof the House of Representatives ur^ay totaling $8,141.60 out of
on a population basis, while the its assigned goal of $8,600.

.
—

I

a

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Campaign Director Joe Newell
somewhat after j
. ~
the manner used in apportioning urge<* a workers to make final
the Hou$e and Senate in Congress, contacts and make their final reSenate will be apportioned on

„ ,

territorial basis,

,

y

Transfers

,

Max Elio Peabody and wf. to
Van Peursem urged local people ports as soon as possible.Corne- Elmer A. Campbell and wf. Lots
82, 83 Evergreen Park Sub. Twp.
dainiS
P^ident of the Com- Spring Lake.
nSST'1*
munity Chest bodrd, and Bob Donald Derks and wf. to FrankI

^

thH Uus
^
voT^nTe I ^ 'Mnom

~

iotaedi"the

lin Dale De Feyter and wf. Lots
51 River Hills Sub. No. 3 ^Twp.

(Prince photo)

Out of inch a small word in
one of Ed Damson's history classes at Holland high has oome a
JUan whereby high school Students
may oo their bit in the coming
election, even though they can’t
vote.

The one thing they could do,
they decided, was provide free
baby sitting and transportation
for people who need such accom-

modations. The plan has been approved by the student council and
Wilfred M. Wanrooy and wife to everybody is abuzz with plans to
Bryan Athey Jr. arid wife. Pt. co-operate Nov. 4 from 8 am. to
NWR SW* 32-5*15 Gty of Holland. 4 p.m.
They’re even setting up a specMarine Caauwe and wife to Wilbur E. Kouw and wife. Lots 54, 55 ial telephone service. You’ll hear
a lot more about the program latPinecrest Sub. Twp. Holland.
John G. Stam to Joe A. Meyer- ter.
ing and wife. Pt. N<K SEfc 31-5Voting this year will appear
15, City of HoUand.
Gerald Driesenga and wife to P. complicated until one really sees
F. Verplank. Pt. SWK NW>4 30-6- a voting machine all set up or a
sample ballot with all the little
14 Twp. Blendon.
Gara L. Kinney to Rae P. Smith gadgets— and then it all seems
and wife. Lot 39 Goodenow Gar- Very simple.
There’S even an ingenious dedens, Twp. Talmadge.
vice" to “lock out" votes on cerHarley H. Lavercombe to Peter
DeHaan & wife. Lots 14, 15 Rose- tain issues— somethingthat comes
in handy for the municipal recrealand Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
tion building vote which is for
Ora' C. Dunkin and wife to Donproperty owners only. Such taxald B. Hogue Jr. and wife. Lot 1
payers and their husbands* or
and Pt 2 and 15 Pinecrest Sub.
wives will sign pink registration
Twp. Holland.
slips and non-taxpayers will have
Otto Achterhof and wife to Danyellow slips. The inspector will
iel L. Meeuwsei.and wife. Pt.
know by a glance at the slip what
WJ SE1 13-5-15 Ciiy of Zeeland! controls to operate.
Peter Bloemsma and wife to
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Tony Bloemsma and wife. Pt. Lots was asked whether there would be
7, 8 Blk 1 Keppel's Add. City of
any occasion to challenge whether

Dole D. Witt o. Elwood Dowd, Delores Crook, o, Mr,. Chouv.net, Evie Leese o. Veto Louis. Simmons.

First Nighters Acclaim

Hope

College’s

n

•ii*

g Permits

Harveg’

Palette and Masque of Hope
college ' presented

Mary

Total

$11,061

Chase’s

already have Holland.
comedy "Harvey,”to a full house
Julius R. Klomp and wf. to
the two-letterword "No" on NoJ^nmXk,ntweth°M
at a first-night performancein the
2, and a three-letterword “Yes”
W' J‘nBeIS Arnold Bos and wf. Lot 8 Waldo’s
on No. 3. He said large postere 15?^ S ' c h a 1 rJmna n oollected Sub. City of Zeeland.
Little Theater Friday night under
Zeeland.*
the registrantreally is a taxpayer.
are being distributed with
a nfavv ^0,Jars over
Mink Dykehouse and wf. to DuFifteen building permits valued
Ernest V. JIartman and wife to
the directionof Helen L. Harton
"No," he replied,"we expect a
wording, “Shall Four Counties
of 51,032 whlch rePresented pree Smith and wf. Pt. NW>4 NWVi
at $11,061were issued during thi
Burton
C.
V’soske
and
wife. Pt. heavy vote and without a doubt
of faculty. StarringFrank Faye
Control Michigan.” He added that 12 J*1* cent of
total K°al13*8-16 Twp. Spring Lake. *
past week, accordingto the rec- £\/
in Muskegon the CIO has set 1116 retail ^v15100 under Paul Dupree Smith and wf. to Walter Lot 37 Heneveld’s Plat No. 12 Twp. the polls will be busy, busy
John
W.
Brown 59, of West in the New York cast and Joe E.
places.So we won’t have time to
aside $9,000 to spend to produce a
Avest collected $1,561, just Schroederand wf. Pt. NW1 NW1
Brown
on
tour, Miss Chase’s fan- ords of Building Inspector Joseph
Jacob H. De Pree and wife to telephone the city assessor to see Olive, received a fracturedback
tremendous vote in favor of the 8U8htly over its 18 per cent quota 13-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
tasy has enchanted theater-goers Shashaguay and Gty Clerk
»
Herbert
DePree et al. Lots .12, 13, if anybody is a taxpayer.” •
in a two-car collisionat the inCIO apportionment
°* $1,548.
Jacob K. Poel and wf. to Harall over the United States. Fri- ence Grevengoed.
But here was the clincher:
John Van Dyke of Holland pre- Outside corporations,under Mrs. vey N. Poel et al. Pt. Lot 17 Blk. 14 and pt. .15 Maple Terrace Sub.
tersection of the old US-31 and day’s audience at the Little TheatThey were:
“vVe’ilhave all the signatures
sented the name of L. W. Lamb
Van Haitsma, came through 15 Munroe & Harris Add. City of Twp. Holland. 4
New
Holland Rd.. north of Hol- er was no less enthusiastic over
on die dotted line, and jf the pink
Holland as a candidatefor the handsomely with $885, about $350 Grand Haven.
Sam Wybenga, 193 East Sixth
"Harvey.”
slip signers aren’t taxpayers, we’ll land. at 4:50 p.m. Friday.
office of road commissioner,the over ita “signed $516.
Five Star Lumber Co. to Ruth Reviews Experiences
“Harvey” enables Miss Chase to St, change partition and build
be delighted to send them a tax
Brown’s condition was described
ninth applicant so far for the po* The industrialcommittee under Roos Pt. Lot 52 Bouws Sub. Twp.
poke around a question which has chimney, $300; Albert R. Debill’’ Grevengoed quipped.
sition left vacant by the death of Peter Staal, Jr., and Adrian Wier- Holland.
as "good’’ by Holland hospital botheredquite a number of peoAt Rotary Meeting
Weerd and Son. contractors.
Albert Hyma. VanDyke said Lamb *rna' with 90 per cent of the workRose Koenig et al to Carl A.
Dick Oosting 249 West 14th St.,
Policementraditionally are push- authorities. Other injuries include ple, namely, what is reality? Here
can devote as much time as is ers reporting has signed up Bunce and wf. Lot 2 TeRoller’s A familiar speaker at the Roovers for very young children, arid abrasions of the head and broken is a play about an endearing psy- repair porches, fix roof, interioi
necessary to the road commission.$1,793.24. The quota was $2,064, or
First Add. City of Holland.
tary club meeting was Guy Vanchopath, one Elwood P. Dowd, the repairs, $500; self, contractor.
many are the lost youngsters who ribs.
Lamb is a graduate of the Univer- 24 per cent of the total,
Albert Blease to Belle Tollefson der Jagt, Thursday at the Warm
companion of whose bosom is a
Marvin Lemmen, West 29th St.,
have
been
plied
with
candy
and
sity of Michigan, holds a degree in I The house-to-housecampaign unHis wife. Agnes, 43. and daughPt. S frl H SW frl >4 22-8-16 City
Friend Tavern. He was intro- ice cream to tell their names or ter, Judy. 7, both were discharged 61-foot white rabbit, Harvey. Both erect new 26 by 28-foot house,
civil engineeringand has suffi- der W. C. Bonnema and 'Rosamond
of Grand Haven.
give some clye as to their identity. from Holland hospital after treat- are perfectlyhappy beguilinglone- frame and cement block construe* (
cient time to devote to the job, Moll, so far has collected$2,812.86
Albertus Riemersma and wf. to duced by Dr. Irwin Lubbers who
ly figures and the trouble comes tion, asphalt roof, $6,000, self, con- >
A youngster about Uiree or four
besides having 27 years’ expert- 1 against its 40 per cent quota of
Harry Busscher and wf. Lot 23 told about Guy’s nomination for a years old was such a guest at ment for abrasions and lacera- when Elwood’s sister Veta and her tractor.
ence in road and bridge building, $3,440.
tions.
Riemersma’s Sub. Twp. Hollapd. Rotary Fellowship by the Cadillac headquarters one Friday night redaughter, Myrtle Mae, find reModel Laundry, 97 East Eighth
v«n Dyke
of W9 cam. from
Brown was headed north on old
David M. Van Der Kooi and wf. Rotary. In his opening remarks cently. After he was given a candy
spectabilityimpossible in the ever- St., repair garage doors, $80; Al.
The committee on county offic- the schools.
US-31 when his car collidedwith
to Meindert Rmgia and wf. Pt.
present,if invisiible,company of a .bert R. DeWeerd and Son, coners was empowered to investigate
the speaker thanked the Holland bar and being quite chatty with one driven by Irwin Ter Haar,
Lats
3,
4
Blk
4
Gty
of
Zeeland.
the
officers,
he
said,
"Well
I
gotta
large white rabbit From Veta’s tractor.
and present some sort of proposal
.
17,
of
720
East
Eighth
St.,
headed
Peter Alberda and wf. to Ken- Rotary for the part they had in go back to the car now,”/ and left.
efforts to commit Elwood to
William Wierda, 9 West 19th St.,
wherein all county employes be
east on New Holland Rd. The late
neth Engelsman and wf. Pt. SW% sending him to Europe as HolChumley’s Rest, a home for the remodel kitchen, $200; self, conclassified as to the type of
model
Brown
car
rolled
over
four
lands Community Ambassador.
When the Longine Symphonette
mentally ill, springs the question tractor.
they are expected to perform for
Wood, Harry Elenbaas, 26-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Ralph E. Cummerford and wf. to
“Although I went to Germany appeared in Hope Memorial chapel times, landing on its wheels, de- of who should be committed: ElJacob Elenbaas,152 East 18th
the county, and thereby establish Klomparens,Gary Jalving, Ed
puties said, and was judged a toa definite program of compensa- 1 Kammeraad, Aaron Overstreet, William WestrateJr. and wf. Pt. expecting to learn more about recently, the crowd was respon- tal lass. Damage to the left front wood, Veta, the psychiatrist or St., enlarge and enclose real
Lot 2 Blk 46 City of HoUand.
that country, I think in the pro- sive and appreciative,but yet digmaybe Harvey ?
porch. $250; self, contractor. '(
tion for each employe within the Mike Skaalen, F* Wilbur and G.
Walter Freestone and wf. to cess I learned more about Am- nified as becomes an audiencein of the 1939 model Ter Haar car
(In the above photo. Dale De
Arthur Schuchard. 95 West 29th
scope of his classification.
The I Ramsey worked last Saturday on
was
estimated
at
$75.
Jacob Prins and wf. Lot 45 Me erica.” Vander Jagt said. ”1 re- Holland’s stately chapel But
Witt as Elwood P. Dowd attempts St., erect new 16 by r,4-foot garage,
committee will probably report c^ean^ng UP Waukazoo park and
Deputies Henry Wolters and to introduceHarvey to society- frame construction,asphalt roof,
turned a prouder American.”The when the symphonette played a
back in
community wishes to thank Bride’s Add. City of Holland.
Cornelia Ver Duin to Alvin Wes- speaker describedmany unfor- popular Strauss waltz which a Nelson Lucas are continuing their minded Mrs. Ethel Chauvenet $500; Harving Zoerhoff and self,
The problem was presented by
terman and wf. Pt Lot 336 City gettable experiences,but none well known beer brand has used investigation.
(center) as Elwood’s distressed contractor.
John Galien of Holland who also Mr- 611(1 Mrs. Aaron Overstreet
of Grand Haven.
sister, Veta Louise Simmons, playwas so memorable as the sight as a theme song for several years,
William LaBarge, 111 East 31st
criticizedthe County Road com- P88 “ week-end guests, Mr. and
Gradus Ten Brink and wf. to of the Statue of Liberty as they the’ composure of a group of stu- Spring Lake Resident
ed by Evie Leese, is almost pros- St., erect new garage, frame con-,
mission for not submitting its Mr8, ^y Overstreet and children
Roger L.
E*4 SWK steamed into the New York har- dents broke and there were wide
trate with embarrassmentat structionvyith asphalt roof, $1,400; ;
1953 budget on the second day of ^5™ Indianapolis,Ind.
smiles for the gay tune.
33-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Die* at Vet Hospital
bor.
right.)
A. J. Cook Lumber Co., contracthe October session, the day it is Children from Waukazoo school
Lena Mueller to George V. HofIn the leading role. Dale De tor.
One of the things of which all
supposed to submit such requests. J*ave receive^ their report cards
This quip comes from the MonGRAND HAVEN (Special)
fer and wf. Pt. N1* SWR SW»4
John W. Sloothaak. 141 West
Witt tops the successes he scored
Americans are proud is our freeIt is expected the request will be I foT
,ir8t
weeks of the
treal Star:
Adam
Sherwood,61, noute 1, as the aestheticLovborg of "Hed- 32nd St., erect 20 by 22-foot ga33-8-15 Twp. Robjnson.
dom. yandef jagt outlined three
in by Tuesday
school year.
Filling in one of the government Spring Lake, died early ThursFrank Schwarz to Matthew Ba- prices We must pay to maintain
da Gabler” and the sinisterJona- rage, frame construction,asphalt
A report from the social welfare 0peninS nfeht was held at the
forms concerning the death of one day at the MichiganVeterans hoskale and wf. Lots 30,s3l West
that liberty.The first, he said, of his cows, the old farmer came pital in Grand Rapids. He was than of "Arsenic and Old Lace." roof, $500; self, contractor.
committee to which had been re- °oniinunity hall a week ago FriSpring Lake Sub. Twp. Spring
As Elwood, he gives a singularly Charles Conrad. 262 West 12tli
is to find a road that leads to to the query, "Dispositionof carferred a request from the Holland ray nisht' ^y006 18 eligible to Lake.
born May 15. 1891 in Crockery
engagingportrayal art hilly calcu- St., reroof part of house, $183;
peace. ‘There is no way of fightand the Child Guidance bc£ome * .member. There Will be
*
township whore he had lived all of
Thomas H. Hefferan and wf. to ing a war without surrendering
Gerrit Hoving Roofing Co., con
group requestingservicesof a full- ^ ar skating tor children Monday
Shaking his ‘head he wrote, his life. He was married in Grand lated to sway any audience's ver- tractor.
Richard E. Babcock and wf. Pt. some of our ideals:”
dict in favor of insanity.
time paid psychiatricSocial work- „gh? and Saturday afternoons.A1
“Kind
and
gentie.”
Haven
Aug.
18,
1920,
to
Nettie
D.
Lx)t 3 2-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Kenneth Hall, 248 West 12th St.
As his harassed sister Veta Louer for Ottawa county, suggested er Veen i* the new janitor,
The second is goodness— goodHollander.
Millard S. Engberg and wf. to
reroof
part of house, $123; Gerri i'
ise,
Evie
Leese
offers
a
consistness that generates from the
an extra $2,000 in the health
j®1*1 Mrs- ^^cis Wilber atBillie Houtman, Hope sophoHe was a member of the Grand
George H. Schember and wf. Lot
Hoving Roofing Co., contractor.
partment budget for Dr. Ralph nded open house hi Grand Rappeople who make up our nation. more, is quite a busy girl. Besides Haven Methodist church and also ently brilliant performance.Like
151 East Highland Park Sub. No.
Louis Steketee, 122 East 30tk
Ten Have to arrange such services
their uncle, Wil“In a democracy if the individual dabbling laround in dramatics, of the Disabled Veterans, Muske- Mr. De Witt, Miss Lee* shows i
4 City of Grand Haven.
by substitutinga psychiatric aocwho celebrated George H. Schember and wf. to is put together alright,then the holding down a part-time job and gon. During World War I he serv- surprising versatilityin her tri- St., enclose side porch, $200; A. J.
Cook Lumber Co., contractor.
country cannot help but come out managing to get pretty good ed for 12 months in France with umph with a role vastly different
ial worker for one of his
,„bl‘'thdayRobert M. Mersereau and wf. Lot
Don Grevengoed,96 West 19ti(
from
that
of
Hedda
or
of
Mrs.
staff nurses. The committeepoint. B ue Bird Froup from the
grades, she turns out an average Co. H. No. 340. 85th division. Up
151 East Highland Park Sub. No. n7T!irfiiv
....
St., erect 14 by 22-foot garage,
cd out that this is only a
school will have a hobo
until eight weeks ago he was em- Hardcastle in "She Stoops to
of
four
good
looking
posters
every
4 City of Grand
™lrdly’ We 066(1 a Patriotism
frame construction,asphalt roof,
ployed at the Ottawa Steel Pro- Conquer.”
tion and is awaitingword
0<i 20, The
meet at the
Biat makes no apologies. There week.
Sophia Frank et al to Arnold G.
As WilHam R. Ommley, M. D., $500, self, contcactor.
While working on a masterpiece ducts Co.
Dr. Ten Have before action
Fi£e °2icer at 4 P m- and Frank and wf. Pt. SE>4 33-9-13 is a tendency in our country toHerbert Wybenga, 129 East 16th
be taken by- the board.
J86 to .Bcechwood school where Twp. Chester.
Besides the wife he is survived the psychiatristwhom Elwood and
day to apologize for our patriot- the other night she caught some
St., reroof, new dormer, $100; seif,
Harvey
convert
to'
their
reality,
Resolutions were drawn byi a
01661 odler Blue Bird
ism. We need a patriotism that is words on a family discussionabout by a son, Paul R., of Grand
contractor.
Nellie Heyboer to Joseph M.
Haven: a step-son, Wilbur Gibbs, Bill Holder is properly self-importspecial committee expressing the groups- . They are requested to
Heyboer and wf. Pt. Gov. Lot 3 simple, direct and from the heart the Dowagiac game. She said she of Kalamazoo; two step-daughters, ant Billie Houtman as his flutJohn Van Dyke, 116 East 26th
boards sorrow in the death
u u0b0 clothes and carry their and Gov. Lot 2 25-7-13 Twp. Tall- —a patriotism that changes the had never heard of the place and
St.,
install toilet, partition, new
Orien S. Cross who has served
fashion- They wUJ he madge.
immature, teen-ager’s "aw, gee!” had her father spell rt most care- Mrs. Clive Courson and Mrs. tery, none-too-bright wife, is door, $225; seif, contractor.
on the board since
| dismissed at 7 p.m.
Harold
Slaughter,
both
of
CoopCharming.
In
other
adult
roles
Ben J. Meinema and wf. to to a sincerely expressed “God fully. She was still puzzled but ersville; a brother Dan. of Ferrys- Judge Omar Gaffney and the cab
Because of pheasant hunting L
^7'°. Van w*eren is con- Jacob Schipper and wf. Pt. S frl bless America.”
listened to an explanation of how
burg; two sisters, Mrs. Joe Mer- driver E. F. Lofgren, Monte Dy- Calvary Women's Group
season Monday, the boanJ adjourn- ' 0 106 hosPitaI for a
/
The
speaker concludedhis talk Dowagiac had been added to the
Vt
N^4
NE^4
6-5-13
Twp.
Jamesdays.
gener of Grand Haven and Mrs. er i and Jerry Kruyf. Delores
footballschedule.
ed until Tuesday at 1:30 pm.
with
a
few
words
about
the
town.
Officers
Imagine dad’s surprise the next Howard Cook of Nunica; nine Crooks, briefly seen as Mrs. Ethel Elects
Jacob Schipper and wf. to Ben Brotherhood of Man. a principle
grandchildren
and
nine
great Chauvenet,is as delightfulas she
day
to
see
Billie’s
latest
masterJ. Meinema and wf. Lot 31 Kiel’s which he hoped he would more
Mr*. Julia Luce, 72,
The Women’s Missionaryand
grandchildren.
was as a mad sister in "Arsenic
thoroughly understandafter hav- piece announcing that Hope was
Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
AW society of Calvary Reformed
and Old Lace.”
playing
Dowagiac
in
the
big
homeDie. in Spring
t0r Bert vie*.
Jacob Schipper and wife to Ben. ing lived six weeks in a foreign coming game.
Among the younger roles, Ernie church hnd their annual business
Comstock Park Squad
J. Meinema and wife. Lot 7 Hub- land. Thkt belief was almost
meeting Wednesday at the New
She
hadn’t
realized the family
Brummeler
as Elwood’s niece MyrGRAND
(Special)-If*; 18’
in Muskegon
Groni.igen s-v.ool.
bard’s Add. Village of Hudsonville. shattered when he was reminded
was
talking
about
Holland
high!
Downs
Fennville
tle
Mae,
Jane
Noxon
as
Ruth
KelMrs. Julia Luce, 72, widow of the! 2f, Saturday afternoon. The
Myra
Rozema
to Ruth A. Roze- that "there is more than an ocean
late Morton H. Luce, died at 1:30 yickers family lived in 6ass River
FENNVILLE (Special) — Com- ly, R. N., and Don Jacobus* as Constitution of the group was
ma. Lot 3 and Pt. 4 Wolbrink’a separatingthe Old World from
Remember
the story last week stock Park ended Fennville’s Dr. Sanderson, are lyrically young. adopted and the elec lion of officp m. Friday at her home, 203 T** many years.
survived by
the New.” But his faith was reSub. Twp. Allendale.
ers was held.
about 600 to '800 gold fish missing three-gamewinning streak, hand- Stan Vander Aarde as the strong
Maple Terrace. Spring Lake fol- j^ife’ Etta; three sons. Gifford
William
P.
Scheele and wife to stored by a student at the Uni- from the central pond in Centen
Mrs. Raymond Denekas was
lowing an illness of several T1^0 of MuskeK°n and nineing the Blackhawkstheir 'first man In the mental institutionis
narqpd preside-it; Mrs. Maurice
Edward Hettinga anti wife. Lot 207 versity of Heidelberg who said niai park?
months. She was bom Julia Kress, S1-8 ^children and - several great
loss of the season 27-7 here Fri- appropriately virile.
Vander Haar, v.ce fin Mtient; Mrs,
Diekema’s HomesteriflAdd. Gty of that when you scrape away the
Well th$t story hit the United day
**
In Buffalo. N.Y., Nov. 5, 1879 and flndch:k!r6n Burial was in Mona
An ovation also is due the stage
mud of the world, there is a ker- Press circuits too and then it
HoUand.
'
Henry Plakke, Jr., secretary; Mrs.
Only
Fennville score came on a designer, Dale De Witt, and the
moved to Grand Rapids as a child. w* c«n*tery.
)*
Lister Van Ry, treasurer and Mr*.
Frank Fendt and wife to Joseph nel of life in which all men share lands
*.
pass
from
Larry
Morse
to
end
She was married Oct 3, 1900
and Mrs- FI°yd Lowing
crews for the two sets of "HarJames
Slager,
assistant
secretaryFendt and wife. PL SWfc NE>4 2- the same hopes and aspirations.
Park
Supt
Dick
Smallenburg,
Clark Hutchinson.
Mr. Luce who died Jan. 30
Sunday, their son, Rus- 5*16 Twp. Park.
vey.” The Dowd library is exquisTherein lies the Brotherhood of Friday received a letter from one
'
Next game for. Fennville will be itely respectable with its portrait
Mr. Luce was Grand Rapids office *11. and family of Conklin.
j.
Howard
F.
Rose
and
wife
to
MyAfter
the
business
meeting
lu.-cti
H.
O.
Wilds
of
Boyne
City
offerat
home
next
Friday
against
New
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snyder atmanager for the Hubbard. Warren
of MarcellaPinney Dowd and its
' Visiting Rotarianswere E. R.
was served by the hostesses.Mrs.
and Chandler Brokerage firm in tended the funeral of George Pelt- ron Rose and wife. Pt Lot 323, Mons of Chicago, and Roy Cup- ing three dozen large goldfish- Buffalo.
shabby-genteelfurniture. Chum- Louis Tenckinck, Mrs. John De
some in assorted colors— if local
Chicago.
on, 48, former resident of Bass Gty of Grand Haven.
ley’s Rest is as cold and formal
ney from Leoti, Kansas.
Witt and Mrs. Jjun Deters.
Carl
W.
Schroeder
and
wife
to
park
officials
would
arrange
to
go
She is survived by one daugb- River, at Hart, Mich., Wednef.
as any psychiatrist’s
couch.
Regular Meeting Held
Gerald McCallum and wife. Lot
after them.
,
day.
Burial
was
in
Grand
Haven
fer‘. Mrs- William R. Loutit of
To complete the evening’s genDick, is -writing Mr. ’ Wilds By Raya! Neighbors
Mrs. Harvey Bennett and Mrs. 133 and .pt 132 Sheldon Heights Two Calls Keep Firemen
Sprteg Lake and two grandsons.
erous entertainment, the audience Member of Pioneer Family
Add.
Gty
of
Grand
Haven.
thanking
him
for
the
offer,
but
•Richard C. and William Patter- J* Konendyk spent last week Friof "Harvey” is invited to visit the
Frederick L. Roberts and wife to Occupied in City Today
declining same. He has had a few
Miss Wilma^Bronkhorst,
vice or- art room adjoining the Little Succumbs in Grand Haven
•on Luce, both of Alexandria, Va. day with Mrs. Ida Schipper of Alofficers locally—if not quite so acle, conductedthe regular meetHerman Abel and wife. Pt. SH
lendale.
Gty firemen were kept busy generous—and finds it more econ- ing of the Royal Neighbors Thurs- Theaer where a new collection of GRAND
(Special!
Mr; ^nd Mrs. Floyd Lowing SE% 6-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
reproductions and another of jew Anthony Bottje, 78, last member
Saturdaywith two. fire call*.
omical
to
replace
part
of
the
fiah day evening in the hall.
75- Year-Old Maa Cleani,
Marvin
Elders
and
wife
to
spent Tuesday evening with her
elry are on display.
At 7:45 a.m., an ahum was that
*
of one of Grand Haven’s pioneer
Jamea'J. Westenbroek et al. Pt
Following the businesssession,
Papers Fire-Room House brother,Milo Snyder, and wife, of SEK 14-8-13 Twp. Georgetown.
•ounded
at
the
Palace
pool
room
'families died early Wednesday
The theft is still a mystery. The cards were played with prizes goGrand Haven.
on Eighth St., where fire started
evening at the home of a niece,
Having cleaned and papdred Several from here attended the Harvey E. Klomparens and wife in the partition between the ceil- fish coukbi’t have disappeared ing to Miss Bronkhorst, Mrs. Jen- Crash Brings Ticket
down the drain because there was nie Bell and Mrs. Anna Ellison.
Can driven by Wallace Hasty Miss Etta Roossien, 220 South
four rooms in his home at Olive funeral of Harold Herrington, 54. to Ralph S. McCrea Jr. and wife.
ing of the lower rooms and the a plenty of water left in tty pool.
Mrs. Adeline Van Dam and her 30, of 613 Butternut Dr., and Seventh St. where he lived /or
Center, Oliver Banks, 75, decided former Bass River resident which Pt. Lots 41, 42 East Highland Park
floor of the Eagle* hall <ki the That one lone fish swimming in
No.
1
Gty
of
Grand
Haven.
committee were In charge of re- Charles P. Johnson, 21, of Allen the last 15 months.
h<? d have to clean and paper the was held last week Friday at
second *tory.
the pool was all the park workers freshments.
He was born in Grand Haven
Harold
J.
Aalderink
and
wife
to
*
Grand
Haven.
Park, collided at the corner of
Jatdien too when he noted the
Damage was estimated at $300. could find.
June
9, 1874, and moved to KenJohn
Franzburg.
Lot
17
Kymer
El^ontrast
Ninth St and Central Ave., at
and the Eagles rooms were filled
osha, Wis., at the age of 24, rehart Sub. TVp. Park.
8:30
pjn.
Thursday.
Hasty
was
Mr. Bank* has lived in this 5- Two Cars Collide
If there are young ladies who Frank Grayson, AF 14 420 973; headed north on Central Ave., and turning to Grand Haven 15 months /)
John W. Huizenga and "Wife to with smoke. Firemen were on th?
room house for the past 25 years
GRAND
(Special)
Ray
Oppenhuizen and wife. Pt. scene for about one hour. Cause would like to correspond with A/1C Kenneth E. Hulet, AF 33 Johnson west on Ninth St. Dam- ago. On July 3, 1912, he was marand since the death of his wife
Hiram Ynterna, 49, route 2, Hud- SW* NEK 24-6-13 Twp. George- of the fire was thought to be der some soldiers who are stranded on 688 021; A/2C Milton A. Atismus, age to the right rear of the 1948 ried In Kenosha, to Minnie King
Jsn. 31, 1952, has done all his own
fectivewiring.
who died Nov. 12, 1927. •
a mountain peak in far off Korea,
sonville, was given a summons by town.
housework.He has four children,
At 10:15 ajn., firemen were here are the names of seven lone- AF 18 395 717; A/2C Jack R. model Hasty car was estimated at He was a member of the First
Gty Police for failureto stop for
Henry
Ketel
and
wife
et
al
to
Glover,
AF
16
401
850;
A/2C
Don$100,
and
to
the
front
and
right
Mre. Clyde Thayer of Holland a atop sign at Seventh and Frankcalled to the comer of 15th St. airmen who would appreciate a
Congregational church hi Kenosha
Maurice Novak and wife. Pt. Lot
ald Lee, AF 12 406 617.
route d, Mrs. Howard Brown of
fender of the 1939 model Johnson
and the Maccabees lodge. He was
hn hts., at 12:01 p.m. Thursday, 2 Blk Etyest Add. Gty of HoUand. and College Ave., on a car fire line.
The
correct
way
to
address
the
Rapids, Paul Banks of Fort
car
at
$200.
Gty
police
ticketed
a music lover, active in the
Their names and serial num- envelop is: Rank, name, service
when he struck the car of An- Samufcl W. Miller and wife to alairn. The unidentified motorist
Johnson for failure to yield the church choir and was also a memInd.. and Willard Banks of
|Jony Boomgard, 52, of Grand Public Schools Holland. Pt Lots 4 was apparently stalled with faulty bers aj-e A/2C Billy R. Bishop, number, 608th
Sq.
APO
right of way.
wiring leading to the starter caus- AF 23 420 014; A/2C William R.
Haven.
ber of the Grand Haven band in
970; c/o- postmaster, San Fran44 City of Holland.
ing an estimated $50 damage.
the early days. He was a foreRobimon,
AF
17
312
078;
A/2C
.V
cisco, Calif.
A dog has 42 teeth.
man at Simmoof Bed Co., and
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Holland Children to See
Snow White Production

of Mr. and Mrs. E,

f

mbers of tot Junior Wbtfara tiful and colorful costumesdesignleagus announce plans for their ed by Marian De Pew, director of
annual New York stage play to be the play.
presented for the children of HoiEach year, Junior Welfare league endeavorsto sponsor a legi, The fairy tale favorite, “Snow timate stage play for HoUand chilWhite and the Seven Dwarfs,” dren as part of Its community serwill be staged Thureday,Oct 30, vice. Proceeds from asy league
«t 4 pm. to HoUand high school projects are given to Charity for
auditorium by the popular dare children and Infants.The project
Tree Major ChUdren’a Theatre.
accepted by members at their last
Three settings will be used tor meeting was to supply an ether
the production, the palace, the and suction machine for Holland
dwarfs’ bourn and a scene outside hospital. This machine, used in
the witch’s house. All the familiar tonsillectomies,will replace an
characters will be included, Snow outipoded machine now in .use at
WhHe and her handsome prince, the hospital.
the shrewd queen, the wicked
Reservations for the play, as in
wHch, all the dwarfs and other other years, will be made by chilmembers of the court Also popu- dren through their schools. AU

V

TVe number at hunters and the
' “•ier ofMinK Mils both stocked
o« TXiesday in the Holland «*a
the 1962 anall game season entorsd Hs second day in Michigan.
Two more gunshot injuries were
toportsd in southern Ottawa county but neither was serious.
Wgar Seales of Benton Harbor
was treated in Zeeland hospital
Monday for a small number of

'

:

I

pellets to his right leg, chest, ab-

mmfk

domen and head. The injury was
describedas “not serious,” and
Seata was released after treatment. The mishap occurred near
v''

Lawrence De Santis of Grand
' Jtopkb, hunting with a group of
men on the Abe Eknbaas farm in
Georgetown township, was struck

I

lar with the children are the beau-

HoUand children

WANT-ADS

Personal*
Pvt Kenneth D.

Robbert, son

a

Robbert of

REPRESENTATIVEWANTED

II Weet 27th St, recently arrived

in Korea and has been serving

WINTER IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER

with the 7th Infantry division, according to the

News

center.

Army Home Town

Pvt Robbert attend-

ed HoUand high school before entering the Army last April.
Miss Pat Weber, the only woman policemanon the Fairbanks,
Alaska,,police force, and Her
mother Mrs. Harriett Campbell of
Minneapolis, Mimt, are spending
a few days with Mr. and Mis.
Lane Kamerling, 194 East Seventh
St. Sgt. Weber, who received an
early taste for travel when she

Old man

Winter wiU be here
before you know it Don’t wait
another day to . get set for cold
wc Either*
We’U supply up to $500 for seasonal purchases or other needs.
Stop in or phone 9050 for details.

HoUand Loan Association
Offices
10 W. 8th Holland
(Across from Centre Theatre)

228 Washington — Grand E&vea
and her brother used to accom- ^
-/
Adv.
pany their father, a- traveling
salesman, on some of his trips, has

-

-

•

-----

.

lived in nearly every state of the

Funeral Services Held

will be Invited.

union and is now in Alaska where
she took a police course. Laws For Accident Victim
are quite differentin Alaska, she
Funeral services for five-yea*
says, and the Fairbanks polios deto the face with a couple of pellpartment works closely with the old Martha Oosting, who was UO*
ets. Me was treated by a Grandville
Royal Canadian Mounted and the ed in an qeddent Monday, were
. physician after the mishap at
held Thursday at 2 p.m. at First
FBI.
Congressman Clart E. Hoffman (Isft) was
il:15 a.m. Monday. How the acciDeeds Howard Stroudt, Ovsrleel Supervisor QerFive employaa of the local BeU Reformed church of GrandviUe.
featured epeajeerat a Rspubllean rally In Overldent happened was not known by
rit H. Lampen, Program Chairman John KllngenTelephone branch were honored at Martha, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
eel township hall Tuesday evening. Hoffman
A setting of palms, ferns and held in the church basement a dinner in Morton hotel in Grand Chester J. Oosting of Jenison,was
Hudaonville Deputy Henry Peukr,
berg, SheriffLouis Johnson, Rep. Ben E. Lehman,
•cored communism In government and urged a
candelabra, accented with baskets
who made the report
Treasurer James Boyce, State Sen. Edward
Waitresses were Miss Barbara Rapids Tuesday night for BeU em- fatally Injured when she darted
of white mums and pompons,
Hutchinson and Coroner William Ten Brink.
One other person was injured Republican victory from top to bottom. Besides
ployes of this area who. have put into the path of a car driven by
Hoffman in the picture are: Allegan Register of
formed the background for the Rooks, Mrs. L. Weller, Mrs. R. in 25, 30 or 35 years of service. Bernard Winbuin of Grand Rapids
in this area earlier Monday. Wil(Sentinelphoto)
marriage of Mias Elaine Ruth Bergman, Mrs. P. Turkstra and They were among 40 persons so on M-21 near her home.
ls Byker, 14, of Hudsonvilk,was
Mrs. W. Bierema. Mr. and Mrs.
toksa to St. Mary's hospital in
It
accompaniedat the piano ** I JSiSf*
David Van Vleet were master and honored from Western Michigan.
Grand Rapids after being shot in
Local persons were E. F. Le
the legs while hunting near Beaten^f
We*' evening in Maple Avenue Christ- mistress of ceremonies, and Miss Jeune, 35 years of service, Mrs. Harry Jacobsen, 24,
ton of Allegan gave dosing pray- i«n Reformed church.
Shirley Boerman and Mrs. Robert
rerdam. This mishap also involved
1 The Rev. William Haverkamp, Van den Berg poured. In the gift A. L. Eggintonand R. E. Sode* Succumbs at Hospital
a group of hunters and exact deberg, 30 years; Mrs. F. M. Efting
ZEELAND (Special) - Harry
, pastor of Central Avenue Christ- room were Miss Helen Van Vels
tails were not known, Peuler said.
and Manager A. G. SaU, 25 years. Jacobsen, 24, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and
Miss
Joyce
Weaver.
Serving
Death claimed four hunters in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vander- Ben Jacobsen of OUve Center,
at the punch bowl were Miss FlorMichigan on the lint day. Heart
Congressmen Clare E. Hoffman ‘you can’t work until I say so,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. ence Menken and Maurice Wierda Ploeg, 1645, South Shore Dr., left route 2, West OUve, died at Zeeattacks were fatal for two and
and the guest book was in charge Tuesday for Buckhom Mineral land hospital Monday. He had
two others died of gunshot said Tuesday night that "unless until our organization gets what
of
Miss Betty Groen. Assisting Wells, Mesa, Ariz., where they been Ul since July with rheumatic
wounds.
the people of America, in an over- it wants.”
about the rooms were Mrs. Arthur wiU spend the winter. Their son, fever. Bom in OUve township he
Leonard Lumbert, 34, of Wel- whelming majority, repudiate the
About
190
members,
associate
^•“^.Mra-T2ick
ZwieP.
1789
"I'm for the principle of un
Tazelaar and Mrs. Ralph Van Harold, is in Miami, Fla. aboard ass toted his father on the farm.
come Comers, died after being Democratic national candidates, ions,” Hoffman said. "If something members and guests were present ^“*Shore Pf' .
, , ,
the “SteUo Polaris” as a crew
Besides the parents, he is suraccidentally shot by his brother they, if elected, wiU continue the
at the monthly meeting of the I w We<Jdl1]?attendants included Voorst.
isn’t right it’s good to work out
Mothers of both the bride and member. He plans to take the vived by s brother,Peter, of OUvs
while hunting Monday afternoon. policies which now threaten our
Christian
Psychopathic
Hospital I fr1*'
SchreS*rdu», sister of
a simple contractbetween man
Merchant Marine exam on Nov.
Mrs. Donalda Groeb, 36, of Tip- very existence.
matron of honor, the groom wore purple street 3. On Nov. 19 the Vender Ploegs Center; and two sisters, Mrs. Wllagement and labor. But when that Circle No. 10 held Monday evening
Uam Assink of Crisp and Mrs.
ton, was fatally wounded while
in Ninth Street Christian
E^\
Zwie^sister
of
the \.igth dresses and carried, pink
The Allegan Republicanspoke contract has to be sent to Pitts- ed
will go to San Jose Calif., to at- William Tummel of HoUand and
rose corsages.
groom,
and
Miss
Beverly
Wierda,
hunting in Genesee county when before a packed house at Overisel burgh for approval, that’s a dif
Out-of-town guests were from tend a birthday celebrationfor his the grandfather, Berend Bartels
she tripped and her .22 caliber township hall. Occasion was a ferent story."
In charge of the business
^hVbP<ie' bl^desmaidB’ Grand
Rapids, Chicago, Saginaw, father,the Rev. H. Vender Ploeg, of Crisp.
rifle discharged. The bullet struck
ing
was
Mrs.
Ralph
«r““;
township GOP rally sponsoredby
"Just last summer I had many
Miami,
Fla., Las Cruoea, New who wiU be 90 yean old. He is the
hsr in the eye.
president. Representatives
the township committee.It also letters from workers at the Borgthird member of the faintly In the
Mexico, and Muskegon.
Dead of heart attacks were included short talks by State Sen. Warner plant in Kalamazoo,that from about 28 churches in Hol- SX^hr^h.r nf
Meeting Scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Zwiep left on a 90’s, with two stolen at 92 and
' Albert Blosaingham, 49, Inkster
and^uTBlL^o^S’ N^k wedding trip to Niagara Falls and 95.
Edward Hutchinson of Fennville, said their union was satisfiedand land and vicinity responded to roll
In Grand Haven Friday
police chief, and George Appold, and Rep. Ben E. Lohman, plus inthat they wanted to work, but call. Guests of the evening were YodcS? iS«s
the Upper Peninsula. For travel- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Weyenberg
90, of Bay City.
Veterans and others interested
troduction of Allegan county GOP Phil Murray said no,” he said. representatives from nine other Henrv T^Hnr>r
ing the bride wore a red knit of 1575 South Shore Dr. attended In Disabled American Veteruto
Violationsin southern Ottawa candidates by county GOP Chair- "Truman stands behind Murray.” CPH circles in the Grand Rapids,
homecoming
festivities
at
their
dress, navy accessories and blue
are invited to attend an open DAV
county were at a minimum Mon- man Weldon Rumery.
"Is that Freedom?” Hoffman Cutlervilleand Kalamazoo area. an(i “Alwava ” acconoanicd^hv and white checked coat and a alma mater, Wheaton coUege in
meeting in the Grand Haven Leday, with the only trouble coming
Wheaton,
IU.,
during
the
week-end.
Hoffman urged
complete asked. "What’s this freedom
white rose corsage. After Oct. 25
gion club Friday at 8 pjn.
from one pre-season shooting and housecleaning Nov. 4 from top to war?”
Avenue DChei
Audrey
who
tha couple win make their home Activitiesincluded the WheatonState Commander Theodore
one non-resident hunting with
b, •t Marat a wa Park.
Ulinois Wesleyan footbaU game,
bottom to rid the nation of the
He
also countered the claim churo, vice
Hietkamp of Saginaw will deUver
resident lioense.
ganization,
gave
a
brief
resume
of
I
b»
class
reunions,
alumni
meeting
and
"crooks, graftersand Commun- that we’re in this war to contain
The bride was graduated from
an addrem. Other officers present
"The conduct of the hunters has ists” that have "filtered into every communism by citing U. S. con*** fy t*16 local society own gown' which featured a whits Holland High school and is em- dinner, parade and other enter- wiU be James Manley of Fort Cusbeen outstanding,”Conservation branch of our government.”
tainment.
since
its
organization
in
March,
chantilly
lace
bodies
buttisteii
tloyrd to the office of the H. J.
tributions to the Korean war in
ter, Clifford McMann of Grand
Officer Elmer Boerman said. He
He emphasized the Communist men and equipment He compared A program included two solos by down the front, Peter Pan collar, Hrins Co. The groom, who is em- Apprentice Seaman Leslie Rapids and Chaplain Silas Nichols
added that he had received no threat and said that the Com- that with a skunk in a chicken wff " H^y Young accompaniedby ragian sleeves with cuffs. The saPtoM by Zwiep’a Greenhouses, Weller, son of Mr. and Mrs. An- of New Orleans, Mich.
complaints up to 1 pm. Tuesday munists will win this cold war "if cop and said would you hunt for
ited from Holland Christian thony Weller, 669 Gordon St., excu a, Bri^ ?n<i a reading tin skirt wtth impressed pints gradual
The meeting is for HoUand
regarding trespassing."Apparent- we continue to bleed otirselves the skunk over in Laketown, In
school He attended Hope pects to be home Friday to spend chapter No. 14, other DAV chapMk. %ShHd°^
Sword,” by ended in a long train. A satin
ly hunters are getting along well white of manpower and continue to stead of in the chicken coop?”
Miss Sandra Banning. On the pro- cloche covered with lace held to
two years and last June a 14-day leave after completing ten in the area including Grand
with the fanner,” he said.
shoulder such a heavy and ever‘Why send our boys 14,000 miles gram committee were Mrs. Ha* place the Swiss imported silk ilhi- was graduated from Michigan his basic training at the Naval Rapids and all veteran organiza“Anytime you have as many increasing tax burden.”
Training station at Great Lakes. tions and auxiliaries. James Cook
from home to contain communism vey Kronemeyer of Maplewood I rion veil She carried a bouquet of State college.
hunters as we’ve had here,” BoerMr. and Mrs. Dick Zwiep en- Mrs. Weller and children,David, of HoUand to active in plans for
"There has to be a bottom to when they’re right here in our mirch, chairman, Mrs. Jack I white roses and snapdragons.
man commented,“and have as this spending,” he said. "But government, in Washington, and in Hoogtera of Prospect Park church The bride also made the gown tertained at a rehearsal party in James and Patty, attendedthe the meeting.
few complaints as we've had, then where is it?”
our intelligenceagehey as was ad- and Mrs. Ray Nykamp of Ninth of her attendants which were of their home Wednesday evening.. graduation exercises.
I'd my that is unusually good.”
Pre-nuptial showers were given
fiery Allegan congre«nan mitted a few days ago by Gen. St. church, Mrs. Edward Kiemel taffeta, fashioned similarly to her
Red Cross Gray Ladies who Children bom between four and
Boerman said that the hunth* charged that this contest no long- Smith,” Hoffman said. "And even of Maple Ave. and Mrs. Bert Boes own. They featured Peter by Mrs. H. Stevenson and Mrs. served at Veterans Administration eight years after their parents’
paos Mfcely will slack off tor the er ia a race between the Demo- some of our own Army officers and Mrs. Sidney Woudstra of
collars, short sleeves J. Boes; Mrs. R. Van Vooret and hospital Fort Custer, on Satur- marriage tend to live longer than
reet of this week and pick up ag/.in crats and Republicans, but is the
and gatheredskirts. The matron Mrs. A. Wightman; Mrs. L. N. day were Mrs. A. H. De Groot, those bom earlieror later in the
are Communists.”
Saturday for another big day.
Refreshments were served by 0* honor wore green and carried Schregardusand Miss Shirley Mrs. Gordon Emaus, Bln. George marriage.
"crooked and graft-infestedNew
The congressmantraced the in
Absenteeism was high in schools, Deal gang” against the Republi- filtration of Reds in government Mrs. Gordon Streur, Mrs. W. J. rust and gold mums; Mias Zwiep Boerman; Misses Marge and Fran Moeke, Mrs. E. P. Smith, Mrs.
factories and offices in Holland tor cans. He said this administration
and dwelt st length on the "Fed- Van Dyke, Mrs. Steve Kariten, wor* rost and carried yellow Pott and Mrs. H. J. Frens and Leona KeUog and Mrs. Mildred Holland is the greatest tulipthe opening day Monday. Several is " corrupt to the point where eral Union, Inc.” seeking through Mrs. A. R. De Weerd, Mrs. G. mums and Miss Wierda wore gold Mrs. A. J.
1
growing country in the world.
‘ and carried rust mums. A green
factories closed down to allow cm- even Stevenson must adjust to it"
World Fellowship, Inc., for estabD loves to SO hunting
The next meeting fc
floor-lengthgown was
and it is "shot through and lishment of a “one world” state.
worn by the flower girl She carHolland Christian high school re- through with communism.”
He cited how he personally op- for Nov.
| ried a small basket of rose petals.
ported ISO excused absences for
"It is a question of whether we posed any such move In Congress
A reception for 135 guest* was
hunting, while HoUand high school turn back and maybe suffer some and assurred his listeners "that I'll Convention Highlights
reported about 200 absences, most- losses,maybe small, at first, or vote against any such thing again
Given at Emblem Meet
V among boys. These absent stu- whether we continue down the and always.”
AccountantsSee
dents today had to produce a writ- road to ruin,” he said. "Let’s have
Hoffman was preceded by Sen.
Highlights of the
ten note from their parents plus the opportunities just as I had Hutchinsonwho rapped tactics of
held in September in MilwaukeeI Machines Demonstrated
their hunting licenses.This is a when I was young. If we do, frug- Gov. G. Mennen Williams and urgwere given at the meeting of the
new practice this year, aimed at ality, honesty and decency will win ed electionof Fred M. Alger, Jr.,
curbing non-hunting absences.
out in the end.”
and the entire state, county and
Hoffman said “many times I local Republican ticket.
Triescnber*, Mrs. Fe^
have asked ‘for what' are our boys
Sti. Hutchinson Will
Rep. Lohman heaped abuse on M». Dorothy Uhvty and Mr,. Hotdying every hour in Krea?” He Williams for taking credit that
Expkin Reapportionment added, 'T never got an answer.”
rightfullyshould go to the GOP
The group, during the hu.lneJ**" tot«mMtoual Bufe«. M.SAUGATUCK (Special) -State "The left-wing columnistssay legislature.
meeting, decided to donate $25
1
Sen. Edward M. Hutchinson of we’re fighting the war in a cause Rumery introduced the followthe Red Feather drive. Mrs.
*.
Fennvtile, wiU explain the reap- of fredeom,” he said. "I don’t be- ing Allegan county officers who
Waltz was elected new pres.
portionment proposals as they wiU lieve it. Those in power are just a"e up for re-electionn:Clerk, Esappear on the Nov. 4 ballot at a trying to dictate to all the peo- ther Hettinger, Register of Deeds respondentto replace Mrs.
Michmershuizenwho recently
meeting Monday, Oct. 27, begin- ples, and all the nationalitiesof Howard Stroudt, Treasurer James ma
moved to
*** *)lrvt convention of the Ameri
ning at 8 a.m. in the American the world ”
Boyce, ProsecutingAttorney
Legion club house here.
Another reason they tell us, he Dwight Cheever, Sheriff Louis Le^Jeune
Legionnaires urge that as many said, is that we are fighting the
Johnson and Coroner William Ten
•• possible attend. They empha- war to aid the free people.
early in
Brink.
for the evening was Mrs. Millicent
sized that the meeting is open to
"With one sentence
few
Mneskp. A Halloween theme
them* was
wa«
October. Reporting were Mias
J°hn
Klinger berg was cnairman
chairman
xvuiigvnuHrg
Meeske.
the pubUc.
months ago, Phil Murray told meh of the rally and Mrs. Earl Tellman used for the dessert
Hoeland, Mrs. GertrudeFrans and
Miss Minnie Haan.
Making the trip were Misses
Irma Hoeland, Ida Sturing, Helen
Bode, Mae Bender, Minnie Haan,
Bonnie Stoltz, Anna Beukema,
Jean Walvoord, former mlaalonary-nuraaIn
her to the Amoy-apeaklngChinese people
Wilma Beukema, Jean Volkers, China, la en route to the wait coast In thla sta- takas
In the Philippines. She plana to sail Oct 27. Left
Gertrude Bos, Gretchen Ming,
to right are her mother, Mr*. Edith Walvoord,
tion wagon, a gift from First Reformed church
Mrs. Cornelia Dekker, Mrs. Jean
John 8Um, Mlaa Walvoord and John Do Kraker.
Lappings and Mrs. Gertrude of Holland, Trinity Reformed of Fulton, III., and
The two men together with John De Haan served
Frans. Guests were Miss Cecilia Laketown Bethel church of Muakegon, all of
ae a committeeto purchase the station wagon.
which share In the support of her new work which
Ver Hage, Miss Fran Johnson and
(Penna-Saa photo)
Mias Cornelia Van Voorst
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Van Radlte PTA Hears

Lii tii 'I’Effi

Reports an Building
Van Raalte Parent-Teachersassociationhad a dessert meeting at
the school Tuesday evening. Mrs.

George Minnema

was

chairman,

assisted by Mrs. Fred Beekman
and Mrs. William Weatherwax.The Rev. C. G. Reynen led devotions. Ellsworth Ruddick presided.
James Crazier reported on the
work of the advisory committee
for the new school building. Ed
Donivan, speaking for the Board
of Education, told of the latest developments to the dty school build-

projects.
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The PTA voted to support the
Camp Fire, Blue Bird and Cub
Scout organizationswith the usual
finiinclwl aid.

i

Miss Mae Whitmer showed the
movie "What Greater Gift,” the
story of a girl who wanted to go
into the teaching profession, and
how she overcame parental disapproval
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(Sentinel-

ManufacturingCo. at 3:55 a.m.
Tueeday and put out a Maze in
soma sawdust on the roof. Damage was negligible, but it was the
second run to the company within
a week. Last Thursday, firemen
pat out a small Maze at 1 ara.

f
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Almost 300 blue jean-cladyoungsters carrying

Second Rm in Week
ZEELAND — Zeeland firemen
made an early run to HubbeU

ytt

•

colorful kerchieft containing hobo suppers, tat
out at 4 p.m. Monday on their annual Blue Bird

hobo hike. They were accompaniedby BO adults,
Including leaders of Blue Bird groups and athar
Camp Firs personnel. With polio# escort,tho
large group wended Its way through the city and
on to Beechwood ochool, where they were met
by members of the Violet Blue Birds and their
leader, Mrs. E. H. Meet, who served as hosteseea.
At Beechwood, each group took part In a program
of songs, riddles,and reclUtlons.Mrs. Albert
J

Tlmmar, load Camp Fire executiva director, was
mistress of ceremonies. During the program Intermission,tha Blue Birds ate their hobo euppera.
Milk and coffee were served by Mrs. John Kobee,
Mrs. Max Marcotta, Mrs. John Kool and Mra.
Waalay Van TIL Parents called for the chltgrenat
7 p.m. Pictured are, left to right, front row, Mrs.
Tlmmer, Kay Borises, Carol Brondyke, Ann
Van Eenenaam, Beverly Poll, Mary Lou Koeto
aisr, Pamela Wlllla and Mrs, John Plewes; back,
Mrs. Rene Wlllla, Barbara Keuw, Diane Mafoust
Marcia Jingaraa and Barbara
. £

Plawes.

I
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Ottawa Cooity

Board Tuns

HasSSPerCnt

ffork

of

Former Furniture

(Special) - By s 17
supervisors
Tuesday went on record as opposing the Allegan State Forest as a
site for a Corrections Commission

AD

Retailer,

Ottawt county's popula

a

privileges, a review of voter registration revealed today. This represents 55 per cent of population as
registeredvoters,only two points
short of the 57 per cent which has
been set up as a goal for the county Republican party In- a Republican get-out-the-voteeffort
Park township near Holland
heads all units with a record of
65.9 per cent Grand Haven dty
is second with 62 per c§nt, Grand
Haven township third with 60.8
per cent, Spring Lake fourth with
60.6 per cent Zeeland dty fifth
with 58.3 per cent, and Holland
dty sixth with 56 per cent.
The registration record is a
marked increase over the June
registrationwhen 34,282 persons
were registered,representing 42
per cent of the population.
Final registrationsfigures follow, listing the population,the registrationsand the percentage:
and the percentage:
Allendale, 1,663 population, 900
registered,54 per cent; Blendon,
1,849 population, 785 registered,
42 per cent; Chester, 1343 population, 712 registered,53 per cent;
Crockery, 1,763 population,805
registered,45.6 per cent; Georgetown, 5,091 population,2,550 registered, 50 per cent; Grand Haven
township, 1,997 population, 1,215
registered,60.8 per cent
Holland township,7,100 population, 3,775 registered, 53 per
cent; - Jamestown,3,049 population, 1,021 registered,53 per cent;
Olive, 1.460 population, 612 registered, 41 per cent; Park, 3,412
population, 2351 registered, 65.9
per cent; Polkton, 3,130 population, 1,688 registered. 53.9 per
cent; Port Sheldon, 237 registered
(figuresincomplete); Robinson,

have requested raises up to a
*5,000 level.

Most departmentsturned

in

a former

furniture retailer in Holland,

died Thursday in the Pine Rest

regarding the prison camp sent to
the Governor and correctionscommissioner.
Highlight of today’s work probably will be a meeting of county
officialswith the salaries committee headed by D. O. Brown of
PlainweU,relative to the annual
salariesof the officials.They

617 persons registered for voting

81,

furniture manufacturerand Ipter /

ordered copies of the resolution

tion of 73,751, the county has 40,-

Succumbs

Henry Van Ark,

Work camp. The board went back
to work Tuesday after taking
Monday off so members could
open the hunting season. They

County Up 12 Per Cent
Out

Site

to 15 vote Allegan

Cent;

Units at 65.9 Per

HeniyVanArk,81,

ALLEGAN

Vole Registration
Park Township Tops

Camp

Down

_

_____

•Holland halfback Carl Vlsscher hauls In the football In the end
zone to ecor* Holland’*only touchdown Friday night at th* Dutch
were held to a 7-7 tie by Dowaglac. The touchdown cams with less
than a minute remaining In the first half on a 10-yard pass from
Jack Kempker. But Dowaglac drove down th* field In the next 65
second! to tie the acore,
(Sentinel, photo)

'substantiatingevidence” to suppot the 1953 budget requests
Tuesday. The reports were turned
over to the finance committee for
over to the finance committee
which is working on the budget. Johnson who had been there for
Sheriff L. A. Johnson requested an observation, and Mrs. Johnson.
increase for fees charged for Wednesday Mr. Johnson went to
the University hospital,Ann Arwashing prisoners’ dothes.

He said the washing fee hadn’t bor, <for more tests.
Miss Dixie Crane, a student
been inci eased in 20 years.
The board approved a resolution nurse at Bronson hospital,KalaJ
which recommendedlegislation mazoo, spent the week-end with
which would return not less than her parents, Mr. and Mrs. U. S.
50 per cent of federal gas tax Crane. She was accompanied Dy
money to the state. They were her house mother, Mrs. Synwolt.
The Rev. and Mrs. Garth Sqpith
unanimous ip approval of the constitutional amendment No. 3 for went to Grand Rapids last Thursreapportionmento, the state leg- day to visit Miss JacquelineSteanislature. Another resolution indi- berg and Miss Either Hoover,
cated they did not feel an imme- both polio patients at the Mary
diate session of the legislature was Free Bed Home.
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. John
necessaryto correct the situation
in which justicesof the peace are Tanczoo went to Chicago to be
not allowed to serve on township overnight guests of relatives. Sunboards, according to a recent sup- day they left for Santa Ana, Calif.,
to spend the winter with their son.
reme court ruling.
Oswald, who was recently married.

Sanitarium,Cutlerville,after an
Illness of more than a year.
He is survived by two sons, Carroll of Boulder, Colo., a magazine
writer and photographer, and Gordon of Detroit, associated with
the Packard Motor Car Co., two
daughters, Mrs. Qerrit Hoving,
and Mrs. James Gray, both of Ottawa Beach Road, Holland; six
grandchildren, and a brother, Dr.
Albert Van Ark, a dentistin Toledo, Ohio.

Mr. Van Ark was bom In .the
old family homestead which still
stands at Central Ave. and 31st
St., where his father, Gradus Van
Ark, made his home shortly after
arriving in Western Michigan. He
joined the Van Raalte colony
.
that had come from the NetherRev. Potter, former pastor of lands in 1847, and settledthe area
the American Reformed church around Holland. Henry was eduhere, and Mis. Potter spent Sun- cated in the public schools of Holday wth Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagel- land and at Hope college. He marskamp and also attended the ried Alice Miller of Holland, a
former president of the WCTU
morning worship service.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lam pen and here for many years, who died in
/
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Smith of
His father, a builder,once had
Zeeland were recent guests of
a lumber yard where the Holland
Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen.
post office now stands. With the
Mrs. Ben Lohman and Mrs.
help of Henry and another son,
George Lampen attended the Re- Frank, Gradus built some of the
publican Women’s rally potluck largest wooden structures in the
dinner in the Griswold auditori- town, among them Third Reformum on Saturday. Mrs. John B. ed church, referred to at the time
Martin of Grand Rapjds was the as "the wooden cathedral.” The
speaker at the meeting that fol- father owned and operated the
lowed the dinner.
Holland Furniture Co. plant with
Mrs. Reka Slenk and daugh- Henry, Frank and another son,
ter, Beverly, of Holland, were Herman.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
About 1910, Henry and Frank,
Glenn Fblkert and family.
in partnership with their father,

Hamilton
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Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chapman of
Grand Rapids, formerly of FennMr. and Mrs. John Haakma built the three-story stone furniville, are parents of a daughter. and girls were Sunday dinner ture store at 23-25 West Eighth
Patricia Marie, bom Oct. 5.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank St., in Holland. It was the largest
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
AIMon tackier* “hit ’em high and hit ’em low” to
(78), on the ground at right For Albion, the
retail store in town at that time,
Open house was held Thursday William Rasmussenwas taken Dekema of Kalamazoo.
tackier* are unidentified, but the two cloaing In
Indicate the thoroughneaa of the Briton dofonoo
evening at the dedication of the to the Douglas hospital Monday Holy Baptism was administer- and became the home of the Van
are Bob Koute (68) and Sid Dunner (74). Hamthat helped defeat Hope college 32-13 in a homenew four -room elementaryschool and given blood transfusions in ed on Sunday morning to Marcia Ark Furniture Co.
ilton again wa* the Hope workhone, carrying 15
Mr. Van Ark was an elder of
buildingon N. Maple street as the preparation for a major operation Rae, infant daughter of Mr. and
coming gam* Saturday. In the top- photo, fullback
times for net 65 yard*, more than half Hope’*
opening feature of the 18th annual on Wednesday. Mrs. Roscoe Com- Mrs. Julius Eding and Bruce Al- the Third Reformed church for
John Hamilton of Hope le etopped after a abort
607 registered(figures incom
rushing total. In th* bottom photo, halfback Bob
Horticulture and Home Economics stock, R. N. of Kalamazoo, form- len, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. many years, and formerly was acplete).
gain aa the Britons tackle in a team— high and
MacDonald luga th* leather seven yard* Into
tive in church work.
show.
Following this was Home erly Violet Jorgenson, will care for Ivan Johnson.
Spring Lake, 5,524 population, low. Other* in the photo for Hope are Dave
pay dirt In the third quarter for Albion to make
Ec and flower displays in the him a few days. Blood donors Sermon topics on Sunday were
3348 registered, 60.6 per cent; Kempker (44), Don Plerema (76) and John Adama
the acore 26-6 for the Brltone. (Sentinelphotos)
gymnasium and fruit and vege- were fellow members of the Odd morning, "An Inaugural After Surprise Shower Given
Tallmadge,2,240 population,1,118
table displays at the vocational Fellow lodge.
Eight Years," and evening 'The
registered,49.9 per cent; Wright,
plat No. 15 twp. Park.
Mrs. Elmer Schaeffer spent the AB.C.D. of Personal Salvation." For Miss Patty Brieve
buildings and the Boy Scout dis2,139 population, 1,010 registered,
William Huizenga A wf . to Harplay in front of the vocational week-end in Grand Rapids with
At the morning service little
473 per cent; Zeeland township,
old Vork A wf. Lot 30 Huizenga s
Uyl
her son, Norman and wife, who Gene Poll accompaniedby his
Mrs. L. D. Hoekstra and Mrs.
building.
2,194 population, 1,044 registered,
sub. No. 1 ttirp. Holland.
Ned
Bale, president of the were recently married.
47.5 per cent; Grand Haven dty,
mother, Mrs. Earl Poll, sang, William Selles, Jr., were co-hostOlert Garveltak A wf. to Gerald
George Mechem, who had been "Suffer the Little ChUdren," esses at a surprise miscellaneoua
school board presenteddiplomas
9,536 population, 5,918 registered,
Driesenga A wf. Pt SWi NWi 3062 per cent; Holland dty, 15358
In Invitational
to Veterans Institutein horticult- under oxygen in his home for a Special music at the evening ser- shower Tuesday evening honoring
6-14 twp. Blendon.
Miss Patty Brieve. The party was
population, 8,881 registered, 56
ure. Walter Wightman, one of the few days, was taken to the Doug- vice was furnished by the BethMary Dornbos to Percy H. Geno
held at Hoekstra home. 26 East
las hospitalWednesday.
per cent; Zeeland dty, 3,652 popuinstructors,
spoke
briefly
of
their
elettes,
a
women’s
trio
from
the
A wf. Lot 15 Stearns Bayou sub. Holland high school’sRon Den course, its aspects of farming and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hartsuiker
20th St. Miss Brieve will become
lation. 2.132 registered, 583 par
Bethel Refomed Chuch of HolJohn Kyle Worley A wf. to Wil- twp. Robinson.
Uyl, with a time less than six secthe bride of Peter Yff on Nov. 13.
and
daughter
have
moved
from
cent
fts objectives Those receiving the
land. The trio composed of Mrs.
liam S. Kabacker A wf. Lot 261
Jacob Van Grondelle A wf. to onds behind the winner, finished
Games were played and duplithe Muriel Rosenow Schaub home
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Johh H. Sprick, 29, of 551 RUey
the wedding of Miss Geneva Van daughter Linda drove to Marshall work was done on- gift items to
Mrs. Grace L. Dille, 70, was found twp. Georgetown.
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Haitsma, daughter of Mr. and Sunday for dinner in observance be sold at the Christmas bazaar. Ave., interferingwith through
Arno Ida W. Novak to Sherman By Alumnae Members
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hospital
has
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a
attack and was found lying on the
College of Education,Evanston, week Wednesday when he climbed and two children of Grand Rapids
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Henry Pathuis A wf. to Vernon
floor next to her bed. She was
answer
to
spent the week-end With their par- proved.
Chester Koning, 870 Lincoln Ave.,
found by her daughter, Mm. Bar- W. Hooting A wf. Pt Gov. lot 2, 111, and Miaa Ann Blair, who was a tree to rescue his cat which had ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar ThompiMichigan’s
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bara Plxley, who resides next 35-5-16 twp. Park.
son.
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lege and ii now teaching in Hol- broke and tore the flesji of V enWest 11th St., parking, $2; Elton
present *finFlorence Rooks to Milo A. Nivi
door. Mrs. Dille had spent the
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dred M. Campbell 587 South Shore
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broke too. And the State
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West 12th St Monday night, is in
Ben D. Cychosz A wf. to Roy den berg and E. D. Wade, and the Board of Public Works, Zee- SuperintendentWayne * Woodby, able smoke but little fire. Damage Haven Municipal hospital where
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R MacDonald A wf. Pt. SEi SEi Misses Suzanne Jacobusse and land Council Monday pight ap- Howard Bryant, Sam Morehead, was estimated at $50.
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will return home in a
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ald Derks A wf. Pt. lot 51 River There are now 315,000 miles of The holidays are July 4, ThanksMrs. Anna Morse went to Grand
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of Rusk and Chester of North NOV. 4.
natural gas -pipe in the United giving, Christmasand New Year’s. Rapids Monday for consultation
wgett hospital
__ to
_ George J. States—
Louis Van Were!
more than the total mile- Salariedemployes already were of a specialist. She returned home Number of airplanes on United Blendon; eight grandchildren; one
States farms is estimated at more brother, Richard Van DeUen of
- ------- Moefct A wf. Pt lot i Heneveld’s age of all the nation's railroads. being paid for holidays,
tm tootte, Hcny thu 9,0000.
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